The End of an Era

1961 to 2007

BRIDGEWATER-RAYNHAM REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
1. Celebrations all around.
2. Chris Rest, Jimmy Gomez, Joey Feldman
3. Corrine Turpin, Tyler Chase
4. Michelle Chuckran, Nicole Kiley, Kelly Weygand
5. Smile Ladies

6. Frankie Cousens
7. Corrine Turpin, Jared
8. Ashleigh Boyle
9. Josie and Daniel, Nick
10. Spring Fling 2004

Mia, Camilla, Monique, Courtney, Klaire, Eileen, Emily, Anne, Sam, Kay, Amie, Don Speck, Lisa

Andy Freitas, Ashley Valenti, Michelle Young, Meaghan Boyle
1. Sarah Babchuck, Marissa Brezner
2. Last day of Middle School
3. Potty Time
4. Liz Caliri, Katrina Lessard
5. We Are B-R!
6. Scott Chaffee
7. Sweat Much?
8. Michelle Chuckran

9. Mr Jones, Colleen Andrews
10. Lindsey Reagan, Lauren Daum
11. Corina Turpin
12. Kelly Rodriguez
13. Marissa Brezner, Kristie Adduci, Julie Donovan
14. Nikos Zarros, Melissa Coss
15. Wood, Lindsey Macnish, Mary Zolga
16. What Angles!
17. A Class from the Past
18. Stephanie
19. Megan Johnson, Sam Corry

20. Heading in the right direction with friends
21. Friends forever
22. Were we naughty or nice?
Through The Years
We entered B-R in 2002 and have made many memories in the four years we were here.
Class of 2007
Janelle Tapp and Erin Sutherland smiling before jumping in the limo. Julie Donovan and Jamie Lovell taking tons of pictures. Amanda Campbell and Will Roy making a cute couple.

David Catton, Ms. Watson, Kelsey Simmons, Christina Pereira, Jackie Jones, Jenny Hall, Corrine Turpin, Sarah Shoemaker, Molly Mcguire, Molly Egan, Jackie Palmer.

Right: Christina Pereira, Bianca Toledo, Nichole Toppan, Cassie Torres, Nicole Riley, and Nicole Buccella.

Left: Cynthia Odiah, Brittany Jordan, Maria Macolino, Lindsay Reagan, Jamie Lovell.

Left: Christina Daly, Courtney Panton, Allison Sarkesian, Melissa Mackinnon, Brittany Akstin Top: Prom Queen and King, Katrina Lessard and Chris Post. Emily Buckley.
Jen Scolamiero and Sara McCoy; Joshua O'Brien and Kristin Imprescia; Pat Kelton; Dan Cushing and Kevin Preach.

Mary Zoiga and Kelly Whooley; Michelle and Alicia Gay; Shaun Doherty; Nick Pacilla; Scott Chaffee; Hayley Bundock; Bethany Perry; Jenna Pieper; Kelsey Keefe.

Right: Joey Feldman; Jordan Rose and Tom Kelly
Bottom: Sarah Babchuck; Nicole Adduci; Becky Fritz; Anna Bianchini.

Top Left: Jamie Lovell; Erica Oliari; Ashleigh Rowan
Top Right: Megan Godfrey; Sam Curry; Morgan Cobbi; Brittany Avila; Sam Harris; Alicia Ladue; Megan Johnson.
BR's Semiformal took place on Friday, November 17, 2006. With such a great turnout, it was surely a night to remember. The dance was filled with great music, dancing, and lots of laughter. The Class of '07 will never forget just how much fun they had at their last semiformal.

Left: BR students join together to have a good time.

Right: A fabulous pose from some dressed up underclassmen.

A group takes time out of their dancing to strike a pose.
Clark Fitzgerald and Danielle Doherty flash their pearly whites for the photographer.

Mrs. Norman and her son, Brian, stop for a quick family picture.

The 2006 Mr. and Miss regional court: Brittany Freitas, Sam Howe, Joey Feldman, Kelly Weygand, Brian Lyford, and Cassandra Torres. Congrats!

Top: Some underclassmen decide to start a conga line.

Bottom: Students of BB kicking back and having a good time.

Mr. and Miss Regional, Joey Feldman and Kelly Weygand pose for a memorable shot.

Students let loose on the dance floor.
Academics

Hard at work!

Tests are History!

She blinded us with science

All our hard work has paid off!
Sports

Volleyball's Vivacious Team

Cheering on the Trojans

Field Hockey's Tenacious Fight

CROSS COUNTRY GOING THE DISTANCE

THE FOOTBALL TEAM TAKES OUT THE COMPETITION
PEP RALLY
November 22, 2007

Spirit Week

80's Day

Powder Puff
Retiring Staff

This year Bridgewater-Raynham Regional School District is saying good-bye to a very talented and dedicated group of people. The contributions these individuals made to the district over the years will never be forgotten. During their tenure they have each shared their wisdom and intellect with thousands of students. The class of 2007 wishes them a long, happy, and well-deserved retirement.

MRS. BENIGNI-MAMOS
ENGLISH AND LATIN

MR. CREIGHTON
BUSINESS

MR. DILLION
MATH

MRS. HALL
MATH
Mr. Cox

Mr. Cox is a member of the Math Department, advisor of the Math Team, and a friend to many. He has enabled countless students to excel on the AP Calculus exam as shown by the ever-growing number of students on his “Wall of Fame.” Students are drawn to his sense of humor and ability to convey information. Mr. Cox is able to teach all different levels of students. He is an understanding teacher that many students look to for guidance. He has participated in student-organized games and activities. At the Regional, it is apparent to most that he is not only a talented teacher, but also a trusted friend and colleague. The Class of 2007 thanks Mr. Cox for his support and friendship and encourages the future classes to realize the advantages to be found in his teaching and kindness.

Ms. Benigni

Ms. Benigni is an English and Latin teacher. Her wacky ways of presenting the material to the class is not only entertaining, but memorable as well. She is able to teach a variety of students from many different backgrounds due to her unforgettable stunts like standing on chairs chanting and rapping during class. She is a favorite among the Regional’s students and has a strong presence in the school. Ms. Benigni will be missed when she retires this year. The current students of BR will be saddened by her retirement, the staff will miss her witty comments, and the future students of BR will lack the benefit of experiencing and enjoying her engaging classes. Thanks for all of the laughs and good luck on behalf of the Class of 2007.
Thank you for all the hard work you have done for the senior class. Organizing so many events such as the senior holiday party, pep rally poster parties, prom, semi, powder puff, senior grad night, and banquet. These two hardworking women have driven the senior class to achieve their goals. Mrs. Norman is also very busy running student council and teaching AP Bio, while Mrs. Murdoch teaches Vietnam and Assassinations. We truly appreciate your dedication to the senior class. Good luck in future years.
Jabari was a mild mannered, quiet, fun-loving individual with a gentle smile that brightened your day. He was open minded, he was someone that if you needed the clothes on his back, he would give them to you without hesitation.

Jabari had a passion for basketball; he played for the Bridgewater Biddy League, AAU, and the Bridgewater-Raynham school team. He was co-captain of the 2005-2006 Bridgewater-Raynham High School basketball team. In the summer of 2006 he was inducted into the Bridgewater-Raynham High School Wall of Fame, he won the 2005-2006 basketball all-scholastic from the Taunton Gazette. He will be sorely missed by all who knew him.
Administration

Guidance Staff

Secretarial Staff
Cafeteria Staff

Proctors and Physical Education

Custodial Staff
Foreign Language Department

English Department

Math Department
Social Studies Department

Business Department

Special Education Department
CATHLEEN BRODERICK

11 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA
508.279.3298
WWW.CATHLEENBRODERICK.COM
C&C Photography

with class

Congulations to class of 2007

140 Bay rd. Norton Ma. 20766 Phone: 508-285-5141
Let's get this party started!
Above: Mr. Saggio, one of the team's advisors accurately scope out his target at the Atlanta games.

Above: Brian Sylvia, Mike Donovan and Nick Pucillo put the finishing touches on their project.

TJ² is the way to be!
We can admire the work of years past.

The 2008 robot is ready for its maiden battle.

Oh yeah? Oh Yeah!!
Center: The 2008 TJ team enjoys a day in Georgia.
Above: Becky Gaggatt and Alicia Spector pose for a rare friendly photo as opposed to their characters in CHICAGO.

Center: The cast of CHICAGO starts to celebrate after all of their success with the show.

Below: Sara McGee, Julie Donovan, and Eric Hoy smile for the camera as they rev up for yet another showing of CHICAGO.

Bottom Center: Andrea Hoy and Allison Sylvester take out some energy by taking a silly picture.

Above: Michael Donovan really gets into character as Miss Mary Sunshine.
Foreign Language Club

S. Ocular; B. Bloomsette; A. Dominico; D. Seale; R. Livock; C. Hogan; B. Cole; K. Stedland; A. Stevens; B. Harris; C. Trottier; D. Martien; D. Holans; A. Cavanagh; M. Dawet; A. Hannam; A. Murray; A. Macraulak; B. Stewart; C. Buckley; J. Benzie; J. Cavanagh; C. Marlow; N. A. Duk; K. Reeves; L. Corley; K. Ohman; P. Haynes; M. Byrnes; R. Spaccone; B. Silva; S. Witten; T. Dubrow; L. Miller; J. Amichetti; K. O'Neill; K. O'Neill; C. Skelton; T. O'Neill; T. Nell; J. Neveu; J. Ingamola; F. Benitez; J. Feyer; S. Saffron; J. Berardi; B. Carlson; K. Krueger; J. Chalmers; C. Amichetti; J. Enberg; M. Pring; M. Segado; S. Guarino; A. Waygood; B. Gare; J. Lynn; J. O'Neil; S. Lyons; E. Gilbert; T. Barrett; M. Brezner; R. Hart; L. Griffith; T. Lusette; E. Redd; B. Oliveira; A. Bounefaris; M. Wallace; K. Martin; J. Fohl; J. Benjamin; J. Morley; E. Meoli; S. Camoni; K. Jordan; T. Arrighi; V. Barber; A. Bajenier; S. Capobianco; M. Marter; K. Landers; S. Macellari; A. Austin; J. Cartonnet; K. Frebel; K. Jones; T. Sheffler; E. Broocks; C. McLaughlin; K. McConnel; M. Ves; L. Mcinity; A. McInroy; K. Duff; E. Desroches; B. Almeida; S. Nichols; C. Schloeder; N. Lettau; S. Denton; E. Young; M. McCoyn; C. Richard; H. Blanden; N. Brevitz; M. Elro; J. Ello}

Book Club

N. Adducci; R. Fritz; S. Balchuck; H. Bundok; T. Heffernan; J. Peper; K. Reese; H. Brea; S. Nichols; M. Brezner; K. McKenna; B. Blanchini; A. Callinan; L. Mor; B. Stewar; S. Bloomsette; J. Benzie; J. Cavanagh; M. Rodriguez; H. Kunke

School Climate Group:

J. Sanea; K. Son; E. Tilke; L. Nelson; F. Rizzotti; V. Pagulae; M. Needham
Peer Leaders
A. Geociminelli; L. Zonfrelli; K. Reese; J. Flieper; J. Leon; C. Page; L. Page; T. Steffen; A. Vincent; K. Hoeg; S. Shoemaker; S. Ramanlal; J. Noonoo

Newspaper Club
A. Adducci; L. Boutiller; J. Dev; M. Donovan; L. Fritz; C. Karahalios; E. Kirby; E. McDermott; J. Meagher; C. O’Neil; K. Cleary; E. Fochay; M. Schonbek; B. Sharpe; L. Smith; K. Son; E. Sutherland; S. Watson; S. Wang

Mock Trial
R. Perrault; C. Greely; E. Doyle; N. LeBlanc; F. O’Connor; F. Gillis; K. Martin; S. Mullin
National Honor Society
N. Adduci; C. Amthrein; C. Baker; A. Barker; A. Blanchini; A. Black; M. Bogler; C. Boyer; J. Braz; H. Bundock; E. Calliri; S. Crovello; J. Donovan; M. Donovan; H. Driscoll; T. Gorett; J. Graham; S. Harris; T. Heffernan; G. Karahalis; M. Kaylor; J. Leon; A. Louisot; J. Lovett; S. Macdonald; L. Macomber; M. McBride; S. McGee; K. McKenna; E. Olliar; N. Riley; C. Rizer; J. Saeenick; J. Santamire; B. Shapiro; M. Sly; K. Son; T. Thompson; E. Vedatchalam; M. Zolga

Science Olympiad
K. Son; M. Ilsley; C. Lewis; J. Walsh; K. Costa; A. Buck; D. Baggs; S. Ramantad; M. Atul; J. Saree; K. Cartwright; K. Son; J. Pohl; M. Bernier; K. McTighe; D. Loucago

Yearbook Club
J. Pieper; K. Reese; H. Bundock; J. Graham; J. Walsh; M. Principe; J. Noonan; K. McKenna; J. Leon; R. Gorman; H. Breau; S. Denton
Math Team
R. LeBeouf; A. Black; J. Power; K. Son; J. Saeenick; H. Bundock; G. Karahalis; K. Cartwright; J. Dev; K. McTighe

Dance Team
Z. Bailey; D. Rabb; J. Lovell; M. Rodrigues; K. Rodriguez; J. Weeks; C. Correia; C. Otlah; T. Crosby; C. Araya; S. Harria; A. Titetts; F. Alger

Chess Club
N. Almeida; R. Hart; M. Lynn; E. George; S. Thompson; A. Filipik; J. Teixeira; B. Capp; A. St. Amand; J. Escudeo; H. Kamel; K. Amado; P. O'Connor; A. Seedholm; A. Black; F. Nicholson; S. Coxe; D. Sarafian
Senior Class Officers
J. Devlin; M. Gay; K. Leegeard; L. Maconber; K. Wood; B. Freitas; E. Calliri

Art Club
K. Keefe; H. Albano; S. Baimler; E. Bonner; L. Bonner; J. Braze; E. Buckley; K. Cap; M. D'Emmeletto; J. Donovan; M. Follett; J. Freida; A. House; P. Huynh; K. Kane; L. Keefe-Harrington; H. Kunkel; S. McGee; K. Measor; J. Nicks; K. O'Brien; A. Ortle Marsili; B. Prescott; D. Douler; C. Richardson; H. Rech; M. Shores; T. Tamulevich; C. Wines; G. Wood; K. Wood; E. Whalley

Drama Club
J. Sassenick; J. Graham; E. Buckley; T. Donovan; K. Geogatt; M. Siler; M. Sky; MISSING; D. Keenan; K. Kreutler; K. Measor; E. O'Leary
Chorus
C. Richarte; M. Shirey; J. Lindestrom; C. Dyer; E. Bailey; T. Lonergran; M. Silver; W. Chappell; K. LeBecq; E. McDermott; K. Woo; T. Hatzi; J. Graham; E. Buckley; J. Riley; V. Foncier; B. Blair; J. Fawkes; M. Balzern; J. Lovell; M. Rodrigues; K. Hall; J. Hall; K. Mandeville

Band
Dana Bagley, Michael Balzani, Joshua Bell, Jacob, Marybeth Lerner, Bryan Bosworth, Chelsea DeSafo, Jay Dav, Stacy Blumberg, David Cegall, Rebecca Cegall, E. George, Kyle Hancock, Evan Hill, Polly Huygh, Jennifer Ketten, Patrick Ketten, Jillian Kett, Rochel LeBecq, Martin Lewis, Scott T. Lyman, Matthew MacArthur, William MacArthur, Mary McEne, Matthew MacKenzie, Lindsay Monse, Erik Montefith, Michaela Kocher, Matthew Stockler, Keely Shirey, Molly Shore, Jessica Silver, Meghan Sly, Kaita Son, Joanne Takacs

Gay-Straight Alliance
P. Feaster; K. Salvatore; B. Blain; J. Sweeney; S. Thompson; L. Nelson; J. Ercoulani; G. Kelehals; M. McBride; C. Page; K. Fritz; D. Keenan
Ski Club

A. Hoag; A. Esposito; A. Sylvester; A. McGerry; A. Delgado; A. Murray; A. Needham; A. Bajercius; A. Nelson; A. Paliar; C. Mahfouz; C. Silva; C. Lindahl; C. Shirkan; C. Dwyer; C. Hulgren; C. Bemis; D. McKenzie; E. Rigo; E. Frye; E. Flayde; H. Holland; H. Sawevez; H. Breasgeman; J. Chayney; J. Meagher; J. Dimacel; J. Ando; J. Neovis; J. Talaczyinski; J. Walid; J. Smith; J. Curtis; J. Valacchi; J. Ross; J. Anacki; J. Galion; K. Dolberry; K. Williams; K. Whittington; K. Olm; K. Pollock; K. Ledair; K. Contris; K. Hancock; L. Buchanan; M. Wijey; M. Bernier; M. Curtiss; M. Hart; M. Mckinnon; M. Fornoy; N. Mann; P. Lynn; P. Murray; P. O'Neill; R. Alexandrian; R. Langley; R. Thaxter; S. Barret; S. Carons; S. Guarino; S. Mullin; S. Maclellan; S. Sunderson; S. Viera; T. Thompson; T. Mulroy; Z. Georgantas

Library Docents

C. Baker; M. McBride; S. Thompson; D. Totman; N. Wood; C. Boyer; S. Cohen; M. Donovan; B. Geggart; B. Sylvia; N. Tranter; A. Wong; K. McKenna; N. O'Donnell; D. Brady; G. Karahahia; J. Saenick; T. Kelly; A. Lauder; J. Ridlen; J. Rose; H. Breaux; J. Donovan; E. Meoli; K. Salvatore; J. Sares
Culinary Club

Michelle Barker, Shawn Carone, Justin O'Byrne, Julie St. Amant, Meghan Sly, Matt Wace.

YESS Club

D. Foote, J. Donovan, J. Braz, C. Dyke, S. Ellenberg, K. Wood, C. Wood, S. Canon
The cheerleading team has improved so much during the past few years. The three captains, Colleen Andrews, Jenn Leon, and Jenna Vicente helped bring a positive attitude to the team. The girls placed fifth in the OCL competition, qualifying them for regionals.
BR Field Hockey, led by first-year head coach Elaine Sullivan, assistant coach Alicia Petrucci, and team captains Taylor Murray and Jen Scolamiero, finished with 9-10-1 record (just one point shy of post-season). Seniors Christina Daly and Julie Devin, played with tenacity along side sophomores Melanie Frazier and Maggie Wigley in the forward line, while seniors Jen Scolamiero and Taylor Murray played aggressively in the midfield next to junior Haley Martin. A strong defense led by sophomores Jenna Manning and juniors Susan Yelle and Laura Smith supported the teams’ goalie, senior Caitlin Greely, who tallied 5 shutouts this season.
With a surge of new freshmen joining the team this year, the boys’ team increased to the largest it has been in years. They pulled through in the beginning of the season, and through much hard work and perseverance, they prepared themselves for an excellent season next year.
Like the boys, the girls' team also enjoyed a large amount of new freshman runners along with a new, dedicated girls' coach. They too made it through their low points in the start of the season and ended the fall excited for next year.
The 2006 Football Team finished with a record 3 wins and 7 losses. The team faced many injuries early in the season. They rallied late in the year to win their last three games. This season was highlighted with the beginning of a new Thanksgiving Rivalry. The Trojans played East Bridgewater for the first time, winning 27-0. The Trojans were led by captains Gary DeMoranville, Kevin Donovan, Dave Douillette, Jack Pereira, and Karl Wells.

Dave Douillette punting for the Trojans.

Colby LeClerc scores a first down.

Lining up in preparation for the down.
Above: Seconds before the signal to rush.
Right: What a move!

Above: Piling up for the ball.
Right: Colby LeClerc rushes with the ball.

Right: “He’s Down!”
Below: Brad Gordon getting ready for the charge.

Celebrating a touchdown during the game against the BC High Eagles.

Brian Norman takes down a BC High Eagles.
The 2006 Boy's Soccer Team experienced a difficult schedule. However, overall records do not show many of the success stories that the team experiences. Soccer players increased their fitness levels, skill sets, and comprehension of teams strategies used in 2006.

B-R soccer says goodbye to five outstanding, senior student-athletes. Senior co-captains Kyle Sheehan and Sean MacDonald offered much support, leadership, and experiences to the soccer program's underclassmen. Matt Durrigan, Keith Driscoll, and Carl Ramponi complete a small, senior group that battled some of the most competitive teams in the state. We wish the 2007 graduates future success.

The 2006 Boy's Soccer coaches, Mr. Scott Blake, Mr. Brendan Gill, and Mr. Johnathan Levesque thank the players for their hard work and dedication. Most of all, the coaches would like to thank the parents for their support. B-R Soccer looks to return to competitive form in the Old Colony League and have a successful 2007 campaign. Go B-R!
Back in August during pre-season, Coach Caroline Settino told the varsity players that they were a good team, but they could be a great team. However, to be great, they had to work hard, they had to be dedicated, and they had to make a commitment to the team. They accomplished all of their goals and more! They won the OCL with a record of 7-2-0.

They were seeded number 2 out of 32 teams in the Division 1 South. They went to the state tournament, and made it to the South Sectional Semi-finals losing to the eventual state championship team. Their overall record was 18-3-2.

Yes, indeed, the 2006 girls' varsity soccer squad had great success and worked hard to become a GREAT TEAM!
The girl's volleyball program took some solid steps forward this year. The establishment of a Freshman volleyball team and the continued improvement of a competitive Junior Varsity team promise to make our Varsity team more competitive as we play many of the best teams in the state. Led by captains Melissa MacKinnon and Spencer Nichols as well as OCL All Satar Ali Cavanaugh, our Varsity girls showed great improvement, finishing the season with exciting matches against Coyle Cassidy, Silver Lake and Attleboro. Thanks to our seniors for their great effort this year!
Successful seasons may not be judged by wins and loses. The 2006 B-R golf team, led by Captain Charlie Boyer, played the game the way it was intended... with honor, perseverance, and sportsmanship. Hit them straight, and play it where it lies.
This year the wrestling team was led by none other than the team captains Chad Jaramillo and Mike Burke. The impressive coaching staff consisted of Jeff Francis, Rob LeRoux, Mr. Libby, Scott Blake, and Ken Kerrigan. With three returning state finalists and only 2 seniors leaving the team, our chances of taking the OCL were looking good, until several injuries struck the team. Despite all these injuries, many new faces helped lead the team to victory. Many critics would say it would be tough to maintain a record of over 500 but this year's wrestling team has managed to do so. As BR wrestling is becoming more successful, the number of athletes have increased for this sport. Meaning a big future for BR wrestling.
BR's 2007 gymnastics team has tough shoes to fill after placing 4th in the state in 2006. Captains Ali Cavanaugh, Lexi Zonfrelli, and Erin McGrath led their team to a 4-1 record halfway through the season. Junior Lexi Zonfrelli held the Cranberry Gymnastics League title for beam and continued to score high in the all around competition while freshman Jillian Kitterick added to the team's high scores by also competing all around. Sophomores Danielle Haslan, Heath Spring, and Alyssa Baumgarten helped their team to achieve high scores on vault, bars, and floor.
The girls winter track team had another fabulous season. The girls have proven that hard work pays off. Congratulations girls for another great season.
The boys winter track team flew out of the gates with a wonderful attitude and had a great season to show for it. Strong team work made the team another B-R success story.
This year's boys basketball season had its share of ups and downs. The team had dedicated their whole season in memory of Jabari Frith. They set a goal among themselves to qualify for the state tournament and to play to their highest potential like he did. The team worked hard all season and finished with a final record of 12-8. They made the tournament and reached the goal that they had set for themselves. Their efforts could not be matched nor forgotten. They worked as hard as they could for Jabari and he would be proud of the way they played. They were not intimidated by any team and it showed. This was a winning year by all standards.
Led by new coach Nicole Orlando and staff members, the Lady Trojans finished out another good season. The girls team included senior captains, Kelly Whooley and Amanda Blanchard; seniors Amanda Callinan, Bitsy Florence, and Ashley Barker; juniors, Jessica Rogers, Jen Downing, and Janese Noble; sophomores, Sam Marotta, Nicole, Nicole Marotta, Laura Callinan, Lauren Kelly, Kelly O'Neil, and Theresa Burgess. The girls came out and tried their best every time they stepped on the court. With a young team, this year, the girls hope to improve for next year.
The 2006-2007 B-R Hockey Team led by seniors Brian Lyford, Brian Norman, Jim Gomez, Steve Hill, and Adam Jaspon finished the season at 11-11. They also made school history for reaching the state tournament and winning a game against Taunton 11-6. Another accomplishment is the team had the most victories in B-R school history!
Lacross was still a club team but played great. Their first season was a success, and the future looks awesome for these up and coming lacrosse players.
The 2006 Softball Varsity Team finished second in the Old Colony League. Overall the team finished the season with 9 wins and 11 losses, competing with the top teams in the area. A good veteran team returns this season with high hopes of winning the OCL title again and finishing high in the state tournament.
The 2006 B-R Baseball Team finished a successful season with 12 wins and 8 losses and finished 2nd place in the OCL with a 4-2 record. The league title was decided in the last inning of the last game of the regular season. B-R was led by senior captains Nick Campbell and Matt Shapiro, and Ryan McElhinney. B-R had 5 OCL All-Stars with seniors Campbell, Shapiro, McElhinney, and Jason Flannery, as well as junior Dave Douillette. B-R also got help from seniors Ryan Whitty, Mike Dangoia, Tim Hegarty, Pete Kelly, and Aron Shepley, as well as juniors Kyle St. Thomas, Brian Shapiro, Chris Post, and freshman starter Drew Larson. The baseball team is looking for another successful season in '07 with captains-elect Dave Douillette, Kyle St. Thomas, and Brian Shapiro returning with Ryan Thayer, Drew Larson, and Dan and Tim Belanger who all had varsity experience in 2006.
The 2006 BR Boys Tennis team finished the 2006 season with a record of 13 and 5. They finished in second place in the OCL with a 4 and 2 record. Captains Chris Bodensieck and John Lynn were named to the OCL All Star team along with Soeren Bosse and Devin Kitterick. Aaron Louison was voted captain for 2007. Aaron, Nick Almeida and Peter Bournazian are returning varsity player and we wished them the best in 2007. Coach Pimental will not be returning for the 2007 season in order to spend more time at his Florida home. He coached the team for 21 years with a record of 315 wins and 100 loses. Good luck Coach P!
The Girls' Tennis Team had another successful season, qualifying for the state tournament for the 3rd year in a row. Jackie McGuirk and Stefanie Crovello as singles and Liz and Emma Guardia as first doubles led the girls to a 13-5 record before losing to Framingham in the MIAA Tournament second round. Only two seniors graduated so the team is looking forward to another good season in 2007.
The B-R boys spring track team had a successful season with a great record. The team looks forward to another great season this upcoming year. The team was dedicated and enthusiastic which contributed to a great season.
The girls spring track team was led through a successful season by their coach and captains. The team finished with a great record. The team is looking forward to the great leadership they have in 2006-2007. The team will hopefully have another successful season.
Senior Holiday Party

With food, karaoke, and creative costumes, the senior class knew just how to ring in the holiday season. The party was the first of many events bringing the class of 2007 together to celebrate their last year at BR.

Clockwise: group shot featuring Mr. Poulsen and a pair of stop-motion Ghostbusters with Mrs. Murdoch, Ms. Watson, and Mrs. Norman; seniors gathered to watch fellow classmates sing karaoke; group photograph of those who attended; Dave Douillette and Jenn Leon.

Chuck Boyer and Mike Donovan portraits as the Blues Brothers.

Mitch Keylor tipping his hand at the popular Captain minger.

The cast of Gilligan's Island smiling for the cameraman.
Fun being had by all...
Bridgewater Sports Complex
350 Bedford Street
Bridgewater, MA 02324
508.697.8318

soccer - field hockey - lacrosse - softball - dodgeball
CLASS OFFICERS

President- Brittany Freitas  
Vice President- Chuck Boyer  
Secretary- Katy Wood  
Treasurer- Michelle Gay

President- Leah Pringle  
Vice President- Meagan Harrington  
Secretary- Leslie Dias  
Treasurer- Matthew Goodhue

President- Coleman O’Brien  
Vice President- Lisa Boyer  
Secretary- Lindsey Maloney  
Treasurer- Christine Hogan

President- Matt Lynn  
Vice President- Courtney Avila  
Secretary- Martin Lewis  
Treasurer- Russel Reed
Freshmen

Ryan Alexandrian
Julius Allen
Korey Arado
Josh Arowa
Keith Anderson

Tyra Aryan
Kassandra Aven
Courtney Aria
Ashley Baddeley
Andrew Baierous
Asif Bajwa

Bruce Baker
Tom Barkas
Nia Barbosa
Tim Barnett
Jeff Bean
Samantha Beli

Jordan Benson
Jessica Berg
Marybeth Bemer
Joshua Bevilacqua
Paul Bevus
Connor Bessett

Brina Blair
Tammie Bodorat
Bryan Bosworth
Brianna Boutier
Carin Brady
Kyle Brady

Nicole Brenza
Amanda Brown
Henry Brueggenman
Rachel Bryant
Kevin Burrous
Erii Burke

Molly Burke
Adam Burns
Jessica Burns
Joseph Burns
Tyler Burna
Morgan Bymes
Freshmen
Freshmen

Amanda Kerr
Corey Kerr
Timothy Kennedy
Christina Kirrba
Jae Kimga
Amanda Kirby

Jan Kiser
Erik Kjape
Patrick Koeza
Matthew Krozza
Lindsey Kreitzer
John Krich Jr.

Kasey Lanter
Eban Laumann Jr.
Nicholas Leskan
Joseph Lee
Michael Leon
Coleman Lewa

Martin Lewa
Taylor Lewis
Stephen Levy
Matthew Lincoln
Christopher Lindii
Jessica Leson

Rachel Locke
Erik Lauderaga
Jason Logio
Larissa Luai
Matthew Lynn
Summer Lyons

Matthew Macarthur
Camron Macconrad
James Mac Donald
Kasey Maclyf
Thomas Martia
Nicholas Mann

Marque Maretu
Brend Marta
Kestie Martin
Marianne Mastrosi
Alexia Mian
Nicholas Mann
Freshmen

Patrick O'Connor
Kerry O'Daniel
Sean O'Doniel
Ayasa O'Leary
Shannon O'Leary
Branie Olviera

Danie Olson
Branton O'Neill
Heather Pava
Katherine Palmer
Jerry Paul
Matthew Pecker

Brenda Pena
Diana Perez
Lauren Perdue
Lauren Pitts
Erie Pichay
Matthew Bland

Molly Pirmoy
Kevin Pico
Stephanie Pope
Joshua Price
Shawn Cusley
Rebecca Raymond

Russell Reed
Michael Rieders
Kyle Reid
Patrick Kelly
Nicholas Rice
Eric Pigo

Erin Riley
Megan Riley
Brandon Robertson
Kasee Robinson
Nicholas Rogers
Evan Rose

John Ryey-Pacheco
Courtney Saade
Michael Saraceno
Cheese Saraceno
Haley Saraceno
Sona Sattar
Freshmen

Jonathan Vallarelli
Irving Vázquez
Steven Vera
Bradley Vail
Kaley Walsh
Tifani Wash

Michael Vanish
Jordan Washburn
Steven Watson
Otace Weiner
James Weldon
Molly Wendland

Scott Westcoat
Tyler Whealan
Scott Wheeler
Courtney White
Ryan Whitehead
Catherine Whittington

Samantha Whooley
Jake Williams
Ryan Williams
John Winn III
Amanda Wong
Jill Wyman

Alex Youngworth
Michael Zutaut
As the last generation of freshmen to go through the original B-R, the class of 2010 has displayed plenty of spirit to help brighten up the new building in their upcoming sophomore year.
Sophomores

Coryland Anasoo
Bethany Ahrends
Chase Amadis
John Anzidt
Brianna Amee
Cassandra Amaya

Laura Arranged
Steen Aquirson
Candie Ausette
Jordan Aqueet
Avery Austin
Robert Ayala

Victoria Banks
Shawn Barrett
Nathanial Basier
Ayees Bajmarten
Matthew Barmey
Juliana Berns

Jessica Bemal
Jonathan Beheron
Robert Bernard
Samantha Beaonne
Zackary Beaonne
Kasan Beary

Timmith Biah
Kerstina Bide
Paul Bimba
Lindaa Bommer
Leda Boyer
Amanda Brown

Monna Buccei
Laurie Bishon
Oleean Buces
Serena Buelter
Kath Bandoct
Theresa Bujese

Andrew Butler
Robert Caura
Robert Caegan
Laurel Cadra
Jessica Centrel
Hony Carrasco
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Sophomores

Dorothy Soroni III
Nicholas Dowling
Katherine Dragoi
Ryan DuBois
Cory Dubois
Brett Dunn

Nicholas Dyer
Christopher Easton
Aimee Estes
Mahana Elias
Stacy Elenberg
Amanda Emmerick

Jaina Esquerra
Brennan Estes
James Fathch
Nicole Fajurgies
Johnathan Fana
Christopher Fernandez

Alexander Filip
Nicholas Finon
Peter Forey Jr.
Shuaa Frazis
Melani Frazer
Mason Fretola

Jeff Freyermuth
Alexandra Frazzetta
Melanie Gaino
Ryan Garcia
Meagan Grabin
Travis Gordoues

Jacqueline Grant
Emma Guadela
Samantha Guarno
Elizabeth Hail
Amber Hartman
Sena Harne

Diana Haddam
Dailey Hayman
Devon Heller
Eric Heard
Lauren Henderson
Karl Heimer Jr.
Sophomores

Christopher Lindskog
Jessica Lindstrom
Kurt Livingston
Kerley Logan
Ashley Lydon
Patrick Lynn

Ashleigh Macausland
Michael Macdonald
Andrew Mackenzie
Richard Mack Jr
Sarah Macelhan
Kelly Macomber

Christopher Madden
Cory Mahoney
Ariel Mallia
Lindsey Maloney
Kayla Mandeville
Jenna Manning

Michael Manter
Lindsey Martle
Nicole Marotta
Samantha Marotta
Roy Marshall Jr
Ronald Mastrolia

Lauren Matta
Courtney McCowan
Jacqueline McGurk
Colin McHale
Renee McKeague
Matthew McKenna

Stephanie McLaughlin
Kely Meagher
Evan Meek
Sean Menard
Courtney Mills
Jonathan Montee-Fana

Darlene Montan
Robert Montan
Gislon Monterro
Cameron Morris
Michael Muray
Kendria Murano
Albert Myers Jr
Michelle Myers
Benjamin Needham
Tessa Nieuw
Ayanna Nelson
Antoine Nester

Ryan Newby
Jessica Noebe
Stephanie Nordin
Cooper O'Brien
Michael O'Brien
Eric O'Connel

Kyle O'Connel
Amanda O'Donnell
Cassyn O'Leary
Kyle O'Leary
Jessica O'Leary
Jamie O'Malley

Patrick Oms
Kate Oman
Kelly Oman
Kristen Oman
Angela Otero
Daniel Osman

Kimberly Otero
Agirey Ota
Joseph O'Brien
Michael O'Brien
Pamela O'Brien
Diane O'Brien

Matthew O'Malley
Miranda O'Malley
Timmy O'Malley
Carrie O'Malley
Kathleen O'Malley

Mia O'Malley
Megan O'Malley
Cameron O'Malley
Kasey O'Malley
Carson O'Malley

Class of 2009
Sophomores

Daniel Reed
Bobby Regan
John Reichert
Jacqueline Reilly
Casey Rainard
Andrea Riley

Aureliene Rio
Michele Rizzo
Katherine Roberts
Heather Rocha
Brison Rodrigues
Nathan Rose

Amanda Riebel
Scott Sanderson
Joe Sarbo
Bart Santos
Darrin Sarafian
Matthew Saracco

Ryan Sardone
Brittany Sharrar
May Shirozky
Molly Shrire
Matthew Shrago
Christopher Sikora

Jennifer Sikora
Javone Sikora
Margaret Silva
Nicole Silva
Pau Simonds
Kayan Singletary

Kyle Smith
Alexandra Snow
Brittany Sobolewski
Joshua Soucy
Heather Song
Izhard Stanley

Breanna Stewart
Alec St. Laurent
Cone Stone
Sarah Studley
Cory Sturtavand
Shauna Sullivan

Sophomore class of 2009...We’re so Fine
Juniors

Rachel Armpuressa
Miguel Ar.Id
Courtney Aiter
Rebecca Amara
Kayla Amedo
Laurel Anelar

Michael Aubette
Alexi Avento
Brittany Avila
Kyle Badger
Diana Bagas
Alexander Baill

Homa Bala
Ashley Baker
Ana Barbosa
Joshua Baker
Thomas Baker
Samuel Barnett

Michelle Barto
Nicole Bartolo
Dane Beagler
Timothy Belanger
Serafin Benschaurto
Laure Baram

Brian Berara
Anthony Bercher
Curtis Beas
Jennifer Beva
Megan Bevis
Justin Bele

James Bischoff III
Eliana Bikeslee
Emily Bimando
Jared Bojquet
Steven Bonilla
Gregory Boozer

Peter Bourliar
Joshua Bouvier
Shana Boye
Nicola Boga
Brian Brown
Jedediah Bunopus
Juniors

Lindsay Dewolf
Leslie Doss
Kate Donohue
Raymon Done
Kelsey Donovan
Steve Donkle

Jennifer Downing
Donya Dray
Taylor Dubois
Gaelle Duchemin
April Dumas
Kimberly Dunne

Sean Durisch
Jennifer Durkee
Megan Durkin
Corey Dyar
Cailin Dyke
Edward Etson III

Matthew Eger
Brittany Endrige
Julian Emerling
Sean Emright
Alexandria Espinato
Andrew Estes

Jacquelyn Faust
Andrew Ferrina
Brandon Fitter
Amanda Forbes
Amanda Forbes
Andrew Fredrickson

John Galus
Brendan Gardner
David Gill
Michele Gynn
Krysta Goff
Kelsey Golden

Matthew Goodall
Matthew Goodhue
Bradley Gordon
Alex Goshimori
Ashley Grace
Gregory Grafton
Juniors

Kayla King
Timothy Krsman
Tamara Korsgbb
Kate Kuebler
Henry Kunkel
Jonathan Lakom

Kubase Lark
Kyara Lavine
Eric Lazzaro
Sarah Lear
Ryer Lecese
Colby Leyers

Jacin Leces
Artie Leces
Deseba Lovago
Allia Leroy
Yam Yow Lark
Andres Lincon

Cemma Lloyd
Tarii Looman
Michael Lacy
Andrea Loocey
Dinireta Lusagga
Patricia Lusorati

Jonathan Lock
Sara Lynn
Passow Lynn
Brian Mase
John Madsen
Caelanors Mattebor

Michael Marchel
Megan Manning
Michael Master
Danae Mastera
Halee Master
Jaimee Master

Jenna Matzenb
Kathera McAuley
Kreta McBrade
Annes McDermott
Annel McEngene
Janny McEroy
Juniors

Stephen Ferreira
Stephanie Ferreira
Anthony Perry
Courtney Peterson
David Phan
Amanda Pichay

Kevin Pillard
Daniel Pole
Eriô Pope
Brittany Prescott
Leah Pringle
Shreshtha Ramanal

Ellen Reid
Andrew Reifschneider
Christina Richardson
Anthony Rigo
Audrey Roslan
Frank Rizzotti

Rachel Robbins
Carly Roberts
Jonathan Roberts
Cassandra Rogers
Jessica Rogers
Michaela Rosker

John Ross Jr
Brittany Riekkiewicz
Jeffrey Santo
James Saries
Chelsea Schlossberg
Paul Slepans

Alexander Sharp
Adrian Shaw
Kevin Shepley
Brian Sherman
Amber Short
Brandi Short

Brian Silva
Matthew Silva
Michael Silva
Derek Skes
Laura Smith
Sharon Smith
Our last year at the old school, we look forward to the new school next year and being the first class to graduate from the new Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School. The Class of 2008, just wait, were great!
Before cars, computers, and cash, all we needed for happiness was a bottle and a favorite toy. These were the years when friends were made, deciding between orange and apple juice was the hardest decision we had to make, and going home from a friend’s house was the end of the world. Our baby years were some of the most crucial years of our lives, and we spent them with perhaps the most valuable people whom we grew to love. Class of 2007: We’ve come a long way!
So Cute!

Elizabeth Calliri  Brittany Castiglione  Tara Chipman  Michelle Chuckman  Robert Clancy  Jodyn Clifford

Stefanie Crouello  Pamela Curley  Patricia Curley  Samantha Curry  Julie Devin  Jored DiMaggio

Rebecca Dion  Erin Donnelly  Julie Donovan  Michael Donovan  Keith Driscoll  Kelley Driscoll

Matthew Durigan  Joseph Feldman  Pamela Forrester  Brittany Freitas  Rebecca Fritz  Alicia & Michelle Gay

Megan Godfrey  Jimmy Gomez  Rebecca Gorman  Caitlin Greedy  Lucy Grippen  Jenny Hall
Its a Boy!
Its a Girl!
Halloween was so much fun!
Beautiful!
November 2006
The Semiformal was held at BR. Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors all attended. All grades mingled together, danced, and shared good times. The gym was packed with BR students. Tickets sold out prior to the dance. This Semiformal was the most popular it has been.

Semi
formal

(Left)-Seniors voted for Homecoming King and Queen. After the votes were tallied, Joey Feldman and Kelly Weygand won the crown.

The Semi is less formal than a prom and a more relaxed atmosphere allowed for more dancing and fun.
Many students from many different backgrounds joined together to participate in group dances.

The popularity of naming a king and queen is overwhelming. The Senior Class and advisors put a lot of time and effort in bringing back participation in dancing, laughing and fun that had originally drawn them. It was a great success!
There was dancing. There was dinner. There was laughter. There were no sad goodbyes or farewell dances. Junior Prom was just about having fun. People danced on the platforms, removed high-heeled shoes, and let time slip away. Dances like the ‘Cotton Eyed Joe’ and the ‘Cha Cha Slide’ set the tone for the night. Junior Prom was a night to remember.

From Top Clockwise: Jackie Palmer and Sam Howe; Cynthia Odiah and Brittany Jordan; Brian Reid and Katy Wood; Janelle Tapp and Vince Foscaldi; Pat Kelton, Pat Flanagan, and Kevin Donovan.
Once upon a time all of the princesses and princes gathered together for a night oflaw. They danced the night away and after Chris Poz and Tabina Lessard were named Prom King and Queen, nobody wanted to leave.

"I'll be the greatest fan of your life."

Amanda Perault, Kelley Golden, Elizabeth Rudokas, Denise Corrieri, and Julie Cooper; David Catton, Stephanie Domingo, and Courtney Panton; Kelsey Reese, Jen Power, Haley Albano, Jenna Pieper, and Hayley Bundock; Samantha Moreau and Andrew Ferreira; Nichole Toppan and date; Amanda Fontes, Carl Ranponi, Chris Zutaut, and Colleen Andrews; Arthur Liao and Ryan Perreault and dates.

Haley Albano, Christine Wood, and Lena Page; Tara Williamson, Kristina LeClair, and date; Matt Durrijan and Michelle Bogle.
November 14, 2006, was BR’s third annual Mix It Up at Lunch Day. It consisted of a day that tore down all social boundaries in the lunch room. The purpose of this was to eliminate social cliques in BR for one day. It allowed students to step outside their comfort zones and interact with students that they normally wouldn’t. For many, Mix It Up at Lunch Day was an opportunity to make new friends and open their eyes to the population of BR. During this fun-filled event, students were offered music, food, and fun games. Not only was BR a part of this ice-breaking event, but was among 10,000 schools nationwide!

**Mix It Up At Lunch**

"A DAY THAT TORE DOWN ALL SOCIAL BOUNDARIES..."

The event was DJ-ed by BR graduate Greg Webber, who was ecstatic to be a part of it. Mix It Up at Lunch Day was advised by Mr. Kostko and Mrs. Wood, and planned by many seniors. Special thanks are owed, however, to seniors Brittany Freitas and Katy Wood who helped to make the event so spectacular.
Although the air may have been freezing, it did not stop the Senior Girls from dominating the stands. The stands were filled with supporters from each side, including parents and fellow classmates. The game was filled with laughter and new memories, that will definitely remain in the minds of seniors in the future years.

Congratulations Senior Girls of 2007!
Some boys show their support with those try to keep up with their opponents watching the intense game: Mary an impressive catch: Watching just play: Smiles all around after another. The Junior Team getting pumped up just

A huddle for the Senior team.

Kelly Whooley makes a pass.

Senior Girls talk with Coach Dave Douillettes to plan another touchdown.

Both the Senior and Junior Teams pose for a team shot. Powderpuff 2006 will be a night to look back on and treasure.

Senior Players line up ready to take down the Junior Girls.
SPIRIT WEEK

Seniors Win!

Spirit Week at BR is always a week of excitement. The week, which was comprised of Color Day, 80's Day, several games and events of competing classes, and the pep rally always draws students into the spirit of BR.

This year, the games between the classes included Penny Wars, a friendly competition to see which class would gain the most pennies for their class fund. Chain Wars, where students could purchase paper chains for their class to decorate the gym with on the day of the pep rally, and a Scavenger Hunt during the rally.

After days of preparation, the class that came out on top for most money earned through the Wars was the Freshman Class. It is good to know that the school will be inhabited by some very spirited new students after the current seniors leave!

Go BR! Trojans Go BR!
LEFT: James Moore of the senior class makes everybody take part in the true spirit of BR.

LEFT: The band, football team, and Troy the Trojan all enjoy the excitement of the Pep Rally.

LEFT: Seniors Kevin Hewitt and Sean McCauly show their spirit as they spoof Braveheart.
RIGHT: The seniors cheer on each of BR's sports teams as they enter the gym.

RIGHT: Dave Douillette, among other Trojan captains, discusses the season and the team’s appreciation for the time and efforts of the
RIGHT: The seniors cheer on each of BR's sports teams as they enter the gym.

RIGHT: Dave Douillet, among other Trojan captains, discusses the season and the team's appreciation for the time and efforts of the
Collage
Spain
France
On Thursday, March 12, 2007, the students at B-R took on the faculty in another attempt to defeat the reigning champs. Although students were unsuccessful, the night was filled with games, costumes, the occasional trash talking, and bragging. A good time was had by all. Good luck to next year's student teams.
Senior Superlatives

Best Dressed: Kim Hoeg and Josh Levy

Most Likely to Appear on Rolling Stone: Jenny Hall and Mike Balzarini

Most Memorable: Christina Berardi and Tom Kelley
Worst Drivers:
Dan Sotera and Julie Devin

Most Likely to Appear on American Idol:
Becky Geggatt and Mike Balzarini

Most likely to win an Oscar:
Becky Geggatt and Jon Sasenick

Class Couple:
Katrina Lessard and Trevor Cotter
Senior Superlatives

Next Bill Gates: Andrew Black and Tayla Thompson

Class Flirts: Taylor Murray and Jon Matt Kilroy

Next Van Gogh: Kelsey Keefe and Seth Canon
Most Likely To Be On Comedy Central: Dan Linehan and Melissa Lewis

Friendliest: Jamie Lovell and Joey Feldman

Most School Spirit: Britany Freitas and Chris Post
Senior Superlatives

Most Athletic:
Sean MacDonald and Mary Zolga

Most Likely to Become President:
Chuck Boyer and Brittany Freitas

Most Likely To Be Tardy:
James Smith and Nina Thomas
Most Talkative:
Melody Rodrigues and Chris Post

Best Friends:
Mike Donovan and Chuck Boyer

Best Friends:
Melody Rodrigues and Jamie Lovell
Congratulations to the Class of 2007
Especially To Our Hard Working Employees

Thank You and Best of Luck!!!!
From Marylou’s Coffee

1-888-MARYLOUS
WWW.MARYLOUS.COM
Bill's Taxi Service, Inc.
A & A Metro Transportation

A Tradition of Quality Transportation Services for over 50 Years.

A family grown business, Bill's Taxi Service, Inc. has a strong connection to the Massachusetts communities we serve and a commitment to provide quality, safe, and reliable customer transportation. We began in 1952 providing taxicab service to the Bridgewater area. It is from these solid roots that we have expanded our services, service area, and fleet to respond to the diverse transportation needs of our customers. Our customer-centered approach to business has earned us an excellent reputation in the transportation industry.

* Executive Sedan & Airport
* Corporate Shuttle Buses
* Limousines
* Transportation Management

For information or reservations:
Tel: 1-800-437-3844
(508) 697-0017
Fax: (508) 697-0043
WWW.AAMETRO.COM
EMAIL: INFO@AAMETRO.COM
1001 Bedford Street
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Ryan Acone

Alot of good memories class of 07 it's been fun. What up to all my friends, you guys know who you are. Keep it real. Ball 06-07 good times. Have a great summer everyone and good luck wherever you go, whatever you do. And that's all I got to say about that.

Brittany Akstin

Britt Akstin
FOTey girls IY all awesome season girls thanks for the grt we have to
gether DW, CD, MM, BEF AM never a dull moment ILY girl BFPL I love it to you guys mom dad Jay Chelle Linds TYFE ILY NP Thanks for being there together forever ILY Rest of '07, Good Luck! <3

Felicia Alger

FeFe
To all my gurls we had the best four years eva!..Hana so many mems.:)

Brittney Albano

Haley Albano

Hay, Hales
"Wherever you go, go with all your heart." - Confucius Rh, my best friend friend and partner in crime! Make a difference, 07!

Carly Amrhein

The Fantastic Four you guys will always be my best friends cause you know too much! Girls, I love you all. I don't know what I would do without you! Good Luck! Thanks Mom and Dad for everything! Some people want it to happen, Some wish it would happen, others make it happen. Congratulations Class of 2007...we did it.

Jenna Anderson

Si mi ronpi odo? Bethany Perry is GOD WAAHH! Harry and Teddy What happens behind the stage, stays behind the stage. "KI"
Colleen Andrews
Varsity Cheer 1-4 Captain "ATM" Never forget Ly gurls, MK HH too many GTS Cape mission 007 "3 girls giggling cavalier." (Bunk) Get low Bust! NB Fatta ILY! AF KL stay drop pin them 5's. CZ ILY Always plus forever CJASLY, MomDad + Pat couldn't have done it without you. GL, Class of 07 Peace out BRR!

Nicholas Almeida

Almeida
Much love to my family, thank you for putting up with me. Grand and Grandpa, I love you. Tennis and Golf boys good times.
KD, BR, BS, TS, AF, SH, TC, CYO, God
PB hold it down chess club- Mr. Chin thank you.
APPLES
"find out who you are and do it, whatever it may be." Peace.

Seniors
Seniors

Diana Andracikova

Kimberly Andrews
Kim

“We laugh, we cry, but we'll always be together until the last good bye.” My girls, you know who you are. We’ve had the best summer nights and many more to come. These are the best days of our lives.

Colleen Andrews

Varsity Cheer 1-4 Captain “ATM”

Never forget my girls! MK HH too many GTS Cape mission D07 “3 girls giggling cavallier.” (Bunk) Get Low Bust! NB Fetta ILY! AF KL stay droppin them 5’s. CZ ILY always + forever CJALS. Mom Dad + Pat couldn’t have done it without you. GL Class of 07. Peace out BR!!

Lia Avelino
Lia

Thanks to all my girls for being there thru everything. We’ve had such great times! You know who you are CO, BJ, EM, AA, SN, CC, FA, ZB, TC, GD, NJ, and JD! Good luck everyone!

Sarah Babchuck

My friends and family, I couldn’t have gotten this far without you. I am eternally grateful. To NA, AB, TH, MB, KS, JB, MG: too many good memories to recount, I can’t believe we finally made it!! Always remember: “When it’s cold outside, show the world the warmth of your smile.”

Christine Baker

Teeny, Christy

When everything is over the best times are what we remember. All my friends who made high school great...SD, JM, SC, B, AW, AC, MH. All the fun times we had...prom, poker nights, movie nights, Florida, Woods parties, Barrett’s Haunted Mansion, Applebee’s, junior year English class. Thank you for the memories. I look forward to making more.

Alyssa Baker

Zondra Bailey

Z. Zeyonce, Zqueen

Basketball season! Good times. R.I.P. Mr. Lindeskog you’ll always be in my heart.

3/9/06 Love ya Ms. Mozzone, Mr. P. The best year I have ever had! Awesome memories w/my homies Kali & Chel! I love y’all! My sistas Brittany, Nicole and all my divas! Felicia, Caitlin, Ciara, CO, Lia + Al. Love you all! Thank God and I thank my family: Mom + Dad and all my sisters! MK, MO, RC, GD, SJ, JW, DC, CL, etc....
Seniors

Michael Balzarini
Mike, Ballz
"Believe in yourself and let it go, its better than you think." Thankful for the good and the bad through the years. Crew enough said. Raywater Players - you've changed my life. Family, friends I can't thank you enough for the love and support. Here's to the future, I can see for miles." Live. Laugh. Love, Let it be.

Ashley Barker
Barkie, Baka, Abaka
"Friends forever, never apart may be distances, but not by heart." True. Good Luck, I'll miss you! Bball Forever Us. JI Never Forgotten State Champs. TY and ILY Mom. Dad: Couldn't have done it without you, Amanda!

Christina Berardi
Goose
Class of 2007, thanks for all the great memories, never forget. I'll miss you all, good luck. Softball 5.11.05. OCL Champs! Alicia, Ashley, Jenna & Michelle, thanks for everything. DW, KW, BC & CJ, LY! The Ten, great memories, LY! Dad, Mom, Andrea & Jessica, thanks for the support & everything. I love you!

Anna Bianchini
Annie, Bonanza, Anna Banana, Banana
I'm so lucky to have the best friends in the world! You all know who you are. And then, she only had one shoe. :) :) :) "The most wasted of all days is that on which one has not laughed." -Nicholas Chamfort

Timothy Beals

Kyle Bernier
3D
Good times and good friends. Remember the time Ben Chaves jumped out the window? Fun times at Goshen Pond and driving with no destination in mind. I will never forget all the summer vacations. Last but not least thank you Mom, you pushed me to do better in life and thank you Brett for everything.

Jessica Bernier

London Berry
BR Fly boys: CR, JW, RA, MO, TG, TV. Good nights lol with, Bagga, and I at the girls soccer tournament. Wuddup to my '08 girls, AE, TT, LL, AL. Good luck to my '07 girls I love all, 3's JW Aight night thx to my parents & brothers I could have never done this without you. Good luck '07 Peace.
Seniors

Achary Bissett

Guys-SWYA. Cabanna, clanscrew, sird boys, 8gs in the haunted basement, Dakota drive w/ the flying J, evermore sessions; Trev and Kyle, m, Nick and Pete, 10nis, connos

Joey, rjc, steve, cam, jay, guys-

Courtney Bissonnette


Andrew Black

Clubs: Chess Club, Science Olympiad, Math Team, Foreign Language Club
Favorite Subjects: Chemistry, Calculus
Thanks to: my parents, who love & support me; Mr. Bridges & Mr. Cox for teaching me chemistry and calculus; Mr. Seggio & Mrs. Cooley for encouraging me; Keith, Matt & Neo for encouraging me; To all my classmates: live long and prosper.
Favorite number: PI

Amanda Blanchard

Mandy BBall 1-4 Soccer 1-3 Cheerleading, K till now, Maine it all began. TYE ILY always. Smil., best times. Kry's, G.T.'s w/ the KICKA! Lou, always there girl!! Fitz, you need 2! Sing-a-long w/ J.M. Love you guys! Mom + Dad thanks for believing in me! 03/09/06 ILY+MY Good Luck '07

Michelle Bogle

Boys, Shells Best are the years we're given. These are the moments: how it's made the best out of our lives; and Dad, Thank you for everything. Love you. Stay in line. Luv ya.

I'll miss you guys! You take me with you. Good luck class of 2007?

Erin Bonner

E-Bone, Bon Bon, Bone.
The best part of high school wasn't what happened inside of B-R's walls; it's what happened outside of them. All of the giggles & inside jokes are what i lived for, and I'll never forget the friends (past or present) who helped bring me that...and then she walked in sporting only one shoe.
PS: I don't even KNOW.

John Bonalewicz

Bizzle Many good times in the last 4 years. I've met a lot of really good people, if it's been fun. Barney Frank. Over the stumps, Brutus, Sandy Pelican, Natalie & Chloe. Paintball.

"When the river runs red, take the dirt road instead."

Charles Boyer

Chick "If dreams are like movies then memories are films about ghosts" BR '07 Red Scares, The Knights, Breeze, The League, Disc, Hockey, Greatest Game Ever Played, Piggyback Race, MOLES!, Golf, Good Luck '07, "Go the distance." Mom, Dad, and Lisa, thanks for everything! I love you guys!

Dakota drive w/ the flying J, Tren & Kyle, Nick & Pete, 10nis, connos.

Dad thanks for everything. Tduncan, gts.

See ya.

Luv ya.

-Lv, rm

Thank you for even thing.

Stay in line.

Good Luck '07

April 9, 2006
Seniors

Meaghan Boyle

“Seniors
Meaghan
If you never take it seriously, you never get hurt. You never get hurt, you always have fun. And if you ever get lonely, go to the record store and visit your friends.” - Almost Famous
To F3, rockstars or Acacia, and SHID, a, racers, daves, Remember the Wednesdays, 616 songs, and Scotland, our second home. Keep it real, best friends.

Helen Breau

HB
“It lasted forever; but ended so soon.” T.C, J.M, J.C, K.R., A.W, K.E, Maria + Ryan. Can’t believe it’s already over! Thanks to my family and friends who I’ll never forget. You guys are great! Good Luck class of ’07!

Colleen Brinkmann

Joshua Braz

Josh
“I will paint you in silver, I will wrap you in cold.”

Marissa Brezner

Mabs, Mabsy
“I get by with a little help from my friends.” - The Beetles

Eric Brooks

EB
Dakota drives, Goodbye Cabana Club Apis Crew, Acacis and SHID; that Mom Dad and Steph (I guess), the whole crew, Titicut, the Stream Consciousness, Buddha. It is Gotta tradition!

Nicole Buccella

Emily Buckley

As you turn the page, there’s no turning back, adventure has begun. I may not have giant plans, to be as bright as the sun.


Amanda Burke

Mandee, Princess
Thank you to my family and friends.
Mom and Dad thank you for all your help. I would not have made it without you.

Jesse Burke

Hayley Bundock

Hayls, Hayhay
“As you go along your road in life, you will, if you aim high enough, also meet resistance. Do no matter how tough the opposition, may your soul have courage still – and persevere.”

Madeline Albright
To all of my loves – HP, KK, CT, TH, NA, AB, SA. “God Bless you! Mom, Dad
words cannot express my gratitude.
Good luck, Keith!

Lindsey Burke

Luv ya Grace & Colleen love you
NC camps NEMB Amoney1
MF, FT Hanger. Thanks for all
Good luck to all.

Amanda Butts

Buttsy
“Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only true friends will leave footprints in your heart.”
Girls, love you all so much.
Never forget MHJ, BB, and Furry.
My other half.
Thank you for everything Mom, Dad, and Nicole. Love you so much.
Congratulations and Good Luck Class of 2007.

Robert Bynarowicz

Bobby Beast
Thanks to everybody you had been part of my life these past 12 years, thanks. Mom and Dad if you hadn’t been pushing me, I don’t think I would’ve made it.

Michael Burke
Seniors

Elizabeth Caliri
Liz

Amanda Campbell
Soup
Thanks Mom and Dad. Good luck Ky.
Best friends always- AB, DM, CB, SD, CJ. Nick and Jeff- love you both. Andrew-thanks for the encouragement.
1GHTY all. CJC-Nothing but the best, I love you.

Amanda Callinan
"I hope you had the time of life." Basketball Girls- L.S. MaryBeth, Laura, Peter, and love you guys. Mom and Dad, you for everything. We got older, but we're still. I never grew out of this feeling and won't give up." Good luck 07.

David Caron
DC
Good times at old BR. Baseball team 03-07. Golf team 03-07.
Big up to my buddies: DC PB CK CS CR, RT, AF, DR, Biddy. Al-Star 04-07.
311 concert. State radio. Thanks to my family for always supporting me and guiding me.
"Check yourself before you wreck yourself"- Allie-G-Snoogans

Brittany Castiglione
Britt
"I could stay lost in this moment, forever." KW, DW, CB, JV, AV, MZ, TM, BF. Friends are Everything, love you girls. Mom and Dad, thank you for everything. Illy, Paige, good luck + Illy. So on, 10-9-03. We have been through it all. I love you. Good look 07, always in my heart.

Seth Cannon
Seth Banjolin
"I've never seen Buffy the Vampire Slayer, but the idea that high school is a portal to hell seems pretty realistic to me." -Peter Muck of R.E.M. "We have to continually be jumping off cliffs and developing our wings on the way down." -Kurt Vonnegut "Life is the longest thing you'll ever do!" -Corrine Prado Ripple in still water. H.

Steven Carrico
Stevie
Thank you mom + dad for all your support over the years. Good to the class of 07. It's been a good years and it's time to finally part and say goodbye.

David Catton
Dave, Davey, Glo S.D. you've been there since day one. Nothing can top summer '05 with Kelsey, Jimmy, and Morgan. Seven states, a country, and $28,000. Crazy junior year with my hag Kaliegh and my best friend Tasha. Tasha I love you! Isuca, Vanessa, Nicole, Megan, and Kelsey; mad fun junior year. Senior year, shopping with M.D. dancing with Z.B. Miss you R.L.
Seniors

Alison Cavanaugh

At Big Al Pickle: "The gods envy us. They envy us because we're mortal, because any moment could be our last and everything is more beautiful because we're doomed. You will never be lovlier than you are now. We will never be here again."

Russell Chaffee Jr.

Big Russ

Thanks mom and dad for everything. Bog crew, four wheeling at the corn fields-Lincoln and Ritchie, Steve, Pat chillen in the garage; Pickett and Scott and endless times wheeling and riding Jumping Gary and Welly's cars. On the quad, "It's not redneck enough." Thanks Dunnie for being there for me.

DL, SH, PF, RW, KH, LB, GS, KD, JMK.

Good luck.

Scott Chaffee Jr.

Scott

Thank you Mom, Dad, Shawna, and Renee for putting up with me. Thanks Tyler, Jen, Nick, and Russell. Fourwheeling, riding, snowboarding, redneck sledding, skate boarding, donuting with the ANL racers. Beast class. The DAVES! Congratulations to the class of 2007-Sicc.

Michaela Chambers

Mom and Dad, who'd have thought? Thank you for it all. Love you so much.


Jennifer Charpentier

What's popular is not always right; what's right is not always popular." First and foremost, I thank God for everything he has done for me. Mom and Dad, I wouldn't be here if it wasn't for you. Drew, you are my protector and my best friend. All of my friends, love you and good luck 07.

Benjamin Chaves

Tara Chipman

Chip Chipmonster, T. White Horse Beach Parties, bounce crew, party like its 1995, scavenger hunts, softball girls.
Seniors

Michelle Chuckran
Mick
And the sky breaks at dawn, shedding light upon this town, they'll all come 'round 'cause the man of the hour is taking his final bow. Goodbye for now. Friends TR, Love ya! Good times KLJ. Thanks for everything. Mom, Dad & Meagan. Good Luck Class of 2007. "Illegitimi non carborundum".

Robert Clancy Jr.
Clancy, Fancy
To all of my friends, I say thank you for such a great four years. BR Hock and Lacrosse great memories to. I wish good luck to my classes, teachers, and coaches. Thanks. Good luck 07.

Jaclyn Clifford
"I'm sick of the following my DREAMS. I'm just going to ask them where they're goin', and hook up with them later." - Mitch Hedberg. Kelly: thanks for always being my best friend. Junior year art class; thank you for always making me laugh.

Kyle Clifton
Cliffy

Alyssa Collins

Caitlyn Connolly

Kyle Conti
These past four years have been CHOICE. Ski club and Lacrosse were some fun times that I will never forget. Thanks to everyone that has helped me and made these four years great. Fac ut vivas!

Denise Correri
**Seniors**

**Jeffrey Costello Jr.**

Hanging out with the boys, baseball, hockey, and poker, hanging out with the bans, at all times of the day. Thanks to all my friends for making this possible four years. BIDDIY! "Fall seven times. Stand up eight."

**Joseph Crosby**

"The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious." David Matthew, my rock through the years. My everyday. Maria, my oldest and dearest friend! My wonderful friends, new and old, I couldn't have made it without you! Mom and Dad, thanks for believing in me. Tennis girls and TJ loves, you're all like family. Amazing memories! Good luck 07.

**Stefanie Crovello**

Patricia Curley

"At the Reunion people will be talking about what happened 20 years ago, we will be talking about what happened yesterday." My Girls 11, Y, UKWL, Junior Prom, amazing night. MHI, BB & Furry COLOR SWATCHES!!! Thank you Mom + Dad, love you; Sarah, you're always there for me. Love you. Best of luck '07!

**Trevor Cotter**

CYO, Dream Team, White Whale, Save Tim, Bus Trips, Crabs, Jim Poker. Thanks, Martin Ken Right on. Rick Mary Dig it. Spike TY. Good luck at whatever 4 is. 2.9 Trinn.

**Matthew Cruz**

**Pamela Curley**

"May your dreams stay big and your worries stay small." Thanks for everything. girls: AB, MD, KS, CJ, MJ, SW. Heather, you're amazing. BBG soccer state champs, BBG soccer 1-4-06, OCL champs, BB, Lacrosse many laughs. Thanks to my mom and dad and the rest of my family for all the support. Good luck and Congrats 07!

**Samantha Curry**

"At the Reunion people will be talking about what happened 20 years ago, we will be talking about what happened yesterday." My Girls 11, Y, UKWL, Junior Prom, amazing night. MHI, BB & Furry COLOR SWATCHES!!! Thank you Mom + Dad, love you; Sarah, you're always there for me. Love you. Best of luck '07!

**Jeffrey Costello Jr.**

"The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious." David Matthew, my rock through the years. My everyday. Maria, my oldest and dearest friend! My wonderful friends, new and old, I couldn't have made it without you! Mom and Dad, thanks for believing in me. Tennis girls and TJ loves, you're all like family. Amazing memories! Good luck 07.

**Stefanie Crovello**

Patricia Curley

"At the Reunion people will be talking about what happened 20 years ago, we will be talking about what happened yesterday." My Girls 11, Y, UKWL, Junior Prom, amazing night. MHI, BB & Furry COLOR SWATCHES!!! Thank you Mom + Dad, love you; Sarah, you're always there for me. Love you. Best of luck '07!

**Trevor Cotter**

CYO, Dream Team, White Whale, Save Tim, Bus Trips, Crabs, Jim Poker. Thanks, Martin Ken Right on. Rick Mary Dig it. Spike TY. Good luck at whatever 4 is. 2.9 Trinn.

**Matthew Cruz**

**Pamela Curley**

"May your dreams stay big and your worries stay small." Thanks for everything. girls: AB, MD, KS, CJ, MJ, SW. Heather, you're amazing. BBG soccer state champs, BBG soccer 1-4-06, OCL champs, BB, Lacrosse many laughs. Thanks to my mom and dad and the rest of my family for all the support. Good luck and Congrats 07!

**Samantha Curry**

"At the Reunion people will be talking about what happened 20 years ago, we will be talking about what happened yesterday." My Girls 11, Y, UKWL, Junior Prom, amazing night. MHI, BB & Furry COLOR SWATCHES!!! Thank you Mom + Dad, love you; Sarah, you're always there for me. Love you. Best of luck '07!
Seniors

Daniel Cushing

Cush
I will never forget baseball at Legion field, street hockey at the college, hanging out with the guys, and poker night with trips to Wendy’s. But most importantly, I will always remember all of the friends that I have ever had. “Life is not the amount of breaths you take, it’s the moments that take your breath away.”

Bryan Davis

Well it’s been a long 4 years, all I got to say is I’ve met a lot of people and made a lot of friends, done a lot of stuff, and seen a lot of things. Thank you to everyone who has been there. All my friends and every person who has affected me in one way or another, it’s been fun.

Gary DeMoranville

Shannon Denton

“Friends come and friends go, but true friends stay with you forever.” CB, JC, JM, DB, MC. Don’t know what I would do w/out you guys. ILY. Mom, Dad, and Cindi, thanks for helping me through everything. ILY. Congrats and good luck Class of 2007. We did it!

Megan DeGrenier

Degren
B-R LAX-lost every game but still the bomb tennis and extreme ping pong KC, cornies moments PC, Taunton MJ, Watchusette HW, French class. Chicken soup stories KW LW, dinners CJ, SW, CD, KC, MJ, shopping DC, mini golf PT, ED, BD, our friendships are tighter than a fat kid in spandex! Good luck girls, ilu.

Julie Devin


Christina Daly

Field Hockey 1-4...05, the Co and Maine, gts with Besarr WM MB, TYFE...Mom and Dad forever support, ily.

Kyle Dennis

KD
CYO 4 Life 021 CFL Boys slim Boys R.I.P. Adios KFC So cometuns Whale Downfall of TC Rick and More Thanks for Everything Mom and Dad Love You
Seniors

Alyssa Diaz

Jared DiMascio

Disc, and the greatest game ever played.
K and F, Trick’d and the great Pirate Adventure.
Str33thock3v r3w. 11.18.06, the best day of my life, I love you Maria.
July 4th, Labor Day and New Years, best times.
My best memories with best friends.

Rebecca Dion

Impossible is nothing. Shall 1-4 Team Leader OCCOL, Patricia Curley always there for me. Becky Francis will always remember Erin. Thanks to all my friends and family. GL07.

Alex Divincenzo

Alex is Legend
Thanks to those who made me who I am today. Without experiencing all of the lows, how can anyone ever appreciate the amazing subtleties that this world has to offer? “Certain words must be screamed rather than sung or spoken” "When this is all said and done, we’re going to have quite a story to tell.” Loyalty. Unity. Family. Everlasting.

Shaun Doherty

TKEOS. Meh. Pup Dawgs! 6’16.
Res: Diaz. Denuting Chuck money.
Summer nights at the cabana.
MVFA flying F5 (mad perf eb). K
mod 1 expansion pack revised.
Dance Jamie. The Grandfada.
yea?, Titicut. Disc ski trips.
Z/T. Uuh idk. Camping/living.

Danielle Doherty

Erin Donnelly

“We shared many smiles and tears, hopes and fears. There was one that tipped the rest, our laughter and smiles were the best.” Thank you to my family and friends. Good Luck Class of ’07!

Julie Donovan

Jules Yerme
No wonder you find yourself.
Perched on the top of a tall ladder.
Hoping to add one more.
Just another Wednesday.
You whisper.
Then holding your breath.
Place this cup on yesterday’s saucer
Without the slightest clink.
-Billy Collins
Seniors

Kevin Donovan
Dunnie
Thanks to my mom and dad, friends, and family and the class of 2007 for making these 4 years a memorable one. Also to the senior football players for having some great memories over the four years. Russell Chaffee thanks for always being there best friends forever. Friends since 6th grade.

David Douillette
Doulls
B-R Football, Basketball, Baseball, GL 2008 sports.
I love you so much Jen, 5/25/05
Friends GT's - More to come
Mom, Bruce, Joanna, thanks for everything
GL in HS, Mikey
Junior Prom GT's

Jennifer Doyle
Jen
Mom and Dad couldn't have done it without you, thanks for everything I love you! To all my girls, B.T, C.P, N.R, G.T, C.A, L.A, T.L, C.I love you girls to death, never a dull moment!

Harry Driscoll

Kelley Driscoll
Kdrisc, Kell ball
Varsity Gymnastics, Crane Street Flood, Semis, Jr Prom, Amherst, Rascal Flatts, Court, Kim, Jackie, Becca I love you girls. AG, MG, KS, GF, JV, CB, much love. My bros Mike, Justin, Mom and Dad thanks for everything ILY. '07
Good Luck, Justin, Hope you 9/20/04, night texts, always there.

Garvey Ducheine

Michael Donovan
Dono
Reasons why high school was a good time: TJ2, Musical, The Col, Incident, Moles, Cool Breeze, Scare Dodgeball, Clan Apps Co.

Keith Driscoll
Fort Benning, GA "follow me" ECH 3/47 1st Platoon 24 Aug 06. May Angel lead you in-JMD. Thanks Mom, Dad, Megan, and Michelle, Soccer, Rink Hockey.
Seniors

Matthew Durrigan

To my Mom and Dad for helping me reach my full potential.
To my Nana for teaching me right from wrong.
To Michelle for being my support, to keep going and helping me to believe in myself.
To Dodgeball; Street Hockey; basketball.

John Emanuel

Jan Ewert

Joseph Feldman

I'm gonna miss u guys! KST
Ty, Ken, brother man! TYFE, Kim
K, TY, DB, Real boys, never forget.
K, KST, DD, RA, BE, MG, AG,
KD, CB. Thanks to all of my teachers, you guys are the best! Always the best! Best of luck to you all!

Alexander Fisher

Fish
Live fast, die young. Thanks everybody.

Molly Egan

WAAM, Chatham 96/97, Melima.
BEP/311. Famous for what ya mean.
SHit grabz. Rome!! Thanks to my Crain.
Mom, Dad, Pat. Love you! GL, KP!!
“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.”

Jennifer Ferrone

Jenn
We're out of here! I had some great times here in these quick four years, too many to list. Thanks Mom and Dad for everything. ILY, Jay. Good luck where life takes you. Steep, my life’s too much to say, but crazy times with you. Well, good luck class ‘07.” We did it!

Allison Fitzpatrick

Allie, AFitz
Krystie mb/ILY/DC+ K1. stay drop
pen them 5’s. Mandy you need 2 IM
MLA Amy ‘07 girls Jul’07 is whatever 311
insane Whitehorse, Dragons, random
rides only the BTS Mom, Dad, Mike.
ILY + TY + everything. “Beginning
are scary. Endings are usually sad but
it’s the middle that counts the most’
Peace Out BR
Seniors

Patrick Flanagan

The Redneck, Flan, Buckshot

Michelle Follett

Pam
“Life is about the moments that take your breath away.” Aida, Stephanie, Andrew, Love you guys, best times together!!! Mom, Dad, and Gary thanks for everything Love you! We finally made it ’07! Good Luck!

Britany Freitas

Brit, Bertha, B-Fre- Rita Rita
JLMT GTS Chamber nights, my lava melt! LBG ty fe: ILY all! Moga Sasha GTS, in G-Unit, Uwearia, I miss getting stuck in traffic. Mum, Dad, Marc, Ashley Manson, ILY, briss GL ’07! “Someday when we reminisce, we’ll realize there wasn’t too much we missed, and through the tears we’ll recall, for four years we had it all.” –St. Elmo’s Fire

James Fulton

Elizabeth Florence

Bitsy
Soccer 1-4 (OCL Champs) Beall Lax 3-1; Erin Krist Kel Tay + WE = WPU! Love you girls always many unforgettable times with all crazy people, never forget all that we’ve had! TY Mom and Dad. Good luck 2007!

Rebecca Fritz

Becca
Be brave, be bold, be free. Go consider ly in the direction of your dreams! Can the life you’ve imagined. - Thorese

Michele Gabriele
Matthew Gallagher

I may never see you again. Good luck to everyone on this life. Robotics meant a lot to me and I wouldn’t trade it for anything. Someone once said that ‘life is an open book, written by the way you live it’. I have lived my life the best way I know how. And I’ve been through it all! FYI! RD, KH, NR, CB, AB, J, MJ! Love! Rascal Flatts. PowderPuff PROM so many more. live it up!

Michelle Gay

Chelle, M.Gay, Alicia
Licia, we did it! Let’s look forward to forever. ILY! Mom, Dad, Nana, Papa, Lynn, James: TYEE! Meaghan+Katie, GL! Babygirl! JVAVLKGDLBCZRM, my best! Rascal, 311, prom 06+07, powderpuff, florida, WHS, Subway, getting lost, scavenger hunt, “sketchy”, anyone?, STL, CO, you know! Remember 07? Stay real. ILY BR!

Rebecca Geggatt

Rebecca

The Crew: Jon, Eric, Julie, Mary, Balza, friends till the end, Raywater Players, “Janice Lisa Wright love me!”. Thanks for 4 amazing shows! Jonsaz, my best friend ‘because I knew you’ve been changed for good.” Red Scare, the Grind, Brianna’s, DBP’s, PROM! AL, JL, LR, MD. Best of luck 07. Stay gold.

Morgan Gobbi

that turned into nights that turned into family that turned into family to. SC, MI, AL, SH! I’d do anything for you girls. ILY. To my Dad and Amanda, thank you for being there for me. I love you. Anew and Good luck Class of 07. Stay real. ILY BR!

Megan Godfrey

Godfrey, Goddude, Meg
To everyone that made my high school years memorable. My best friends who grew to become part of my family. MG, MJ, SC, CR, CS, RO, Mom, Dad, Tesi, Danielle. You have all been a huge influence on who I’ve grown up to be. Love you all and always. Congrats class of 07! We made it. FS to my favorite FMac, HOLY KARATE!

James Gomez

Shawn Carico
I’d like to thank my family: mom, dad, Pete, and my boy Max keeping it real. Seriously though. Thanks, Lindsay. You’re the bomb. Thanks, babe. Hockey Men, good times and be easy. Thanks, Todd! My friends and foes it’s been real, it’s been fun, it’s been real fun. Be safe and stay away from drugs. Thanks, “I’ll be back”.

Laura Good

Beebs, Beeber
To my friends Icy, Courts prommate next year, c/w! Best times with you Mike, I love you & 14-05 thanks for everything.
Nicolas Goren

Christopher Grabau
Grabau
Sup Bra fun times at Sean’s Killen time at Golf Country Shot in the face with paint ball gun. Shopping center Girls Math, class Concerts Snickers Songs Hey yo grabau. Pound it. GRABAU gest 2007 A wave good bye to the past.

Jen: Jenny G
Thanks to everyone who made these past four years unforgettable! I love you all and I wish you nothing but the best in the future. Good times—drama, festivals, Raynwater Players, you guys are my life, chorus, NHS, yearbook and everything in between.
Stay Classy ‘07.

Jennifer Graham

Caitlin Greely
Greely
Field Hockey J-4 my girls, I love you all esp. my goalies. Set crew, goodtimes ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ SH, HB, MF, JA, JC, the list goes on and I love you all. HRG, DJ, W, HA, you are my family, my sanctuary. DIN-2/17/06 143 always in my heart <3 papa. Thank you Mom, Dad, Mike, Mel for pushing me to try.

Jenny Hall
JHall
JShaw- Satan’s in the House, he killed my mom, and turned her into a bull SLG <3 Jon? You’re very Horrorshow, I love you. Embly- oohoo song- Jr. From Bryan T- you’re a joke, I love you! Heavy metal lives on!

Samantha Harris

James Gunville
Gunville
Acme, Marotta, Beals, Myers, Graz, Joey, Doulls, Jeff, Will, Jeff K., Wiggins, Queso Good Times / Good Luck GR-06-07 Bball BR Trojans #31 *Ballo! Love you Krakten *10-4-03, *Forever*

Rebecca Gorman
Becca, Beccer
To my friends ily. Court- coomas next year, c/w! Best times with you Mike. I love you 6/14/05 thanks everything.
Seniors

Theresa Heffernan

A note to my friends and family for your support and all the memories you share with all of you. Congratulations Class of 2007

Stephen Hill

Hillman, Hilldo, Hill
Hockey '03-'07 Good times boys! Downtown, Cornfields, Tailgating, Bog-Unit, the PALLADIUM, Baldies, Good times with Clifton, Linehan, Gary and McCaul, Hewitt, Buckshot. "CAN'T DO THAT." "Game Over." "I don't know if you know this, but we're a big deal." Thanks to all my teachers over the years for putting up with my especially Ms. Settino. Thanks Mom and Dad

Kevin Hewitt

Class of 2007- Thanks for all the good times! Jr. Prom, Jr. Mints, '06 Semi, '06 Spring Fling, Powder Puff, Rascal Flatts-great memories. Friends- love you all. CB, BG, ME, MM, JP, SS, KD, TT, AG, MG, JV, CB, AV, NR, JE and KST-my best since freshmen. Year. TYFE. Bye Adam, wish me luck! I'll miss you BR!

Heather Holland

Luck Class of 07! MK + CA only #3 Get Low Bust! (Bunk) "3 girls in a cab" Pump it, Louder! Oma. Love you crazy girls! Ballin' with my best friend. I'll always. Thanks Mom, Dad + Haley couldn't have done it without you. PEACE OUT BR!

Kimberly Hoeg

Kim

Class of 2007- Thanks for all the good times! Jr. Prom, Jr. Mints, '06 Semi, '06 Spring Fling, Powder Puff, Rascal Flatts-great memories. Friends- love you all. CB, BG, ME, MM, JP, SS, KD, TT, AG, MG, JV, CB, AV, NR, JE and KST-my best since freshmen. Year. TYFE. Bye Adam, wish me luck! I'll miss you BR!

Sandra Hook

Nicholas Houghton

Nick

"Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile."

Sam Howe

Good times- football #23 good luck next year guys. CYO - that's show we do. Mom, Dad, Adam and Allison thanks for everything, love you.
Seniors

Eric Hoy

Chad Jaramillo

David Johnson

Adam Jaspon

Allison Jones

Kirstie Imprescia

Megan Johnson

Cory Jones

"Wrestling is a way of life my life"
4 years strong, no regrets "THATS TWO"; "CUT EM"
Rob LeRoux sweep single, cross wrist, thanks so much. D money, Holmesy; to my family thanks. I love you all so much. Dad thanks for staying on me. My boys stay safe. Ladies ly so fine. Its been real but I'm out lada.

"I live for the nights I'll never remeni with the girls I'll never forget." Go don't know what I would do with you. Always there for me no ma what. Never a dull moment. Love All. Mom, Dad, and siblings I love. TYFE. Don't cry because it's over. S because it happened. Congratulate Class of '07!

"I live for the nights I'll never remeni with the girls I'll never forget."
Never a dull moment. Love All. Mom, Dad, and siblings I love. TYFE. Don't cry because it's over. S because it happened. Congratulate Class of '07!

10 LY! Obs proud of you 4 '07 regrets. U only live once. GL '09 MDKM!

"I live for the nights I'll never remeni with the girls I'll never forget."

Lotta love '07's finest ladies. Unforgettable. XO, Forever, ever N. Laghetto. I love you. JM. I love you. JM. I love you. JM. I love you. JM. I love you. JM. I love you. JM. I love you. JM.

Soccer 1-3 STUCO 1-4 Bits. Rn Lndz Liz. TYLY, Dam6 my fami bff Wednesdays. Be "sureful" a girls never forget you. good me. Cape, 311, July 4th 05-06, Deny W bounce. Boys GL w/everyth. 10 LY! Obs proud of you 4 '07 regrets. U only live once. GL '09 MDKM!
Seniors

Jacquelyn Jones

Stephen Kahler

Thomas Jordan

I want to dedicate this space to those who made me what I am today. Thanks to my family, Cookie, God + my friends. Thanks to "LNFLY" for making a dream come true that I never thought could, and for anyone that has been our audience. "You only live once, but if you live right once is enough".

Brittany Jordan

To all my gurls who been there for me throughout the years. Y'all r the only reason why I'm there in this school. NJ (my sista) Mookie u know I luv bb u. Felicia, gud lymes gurl. Clara, Cynthia. Liz, Allison, Tarryn, Gaelle, Destiny aka Beashle lol n my brother Cody.

Cayla Joy

"Life is only as good as the memories we make..." To my family and friends, I love you, thank you for the best, craziest four years EVER! So many amazing memories, I'll never forget. Congrats and good luck '07! We made it!

Stephen Kahler

Steve

Good friends, we had some times Safe In Heaven Dead Track & Disc OMG lyk KW & hearts Another day Peace Out '07

Kelsey Keefe

Rhi

Well, this was fun. I'm kind of lame - I don't think I can sum up my entire 4 years in high school in sixty words or less. I'll try, anyways. I'm Queen of the art club. I'm uh... oh, that's it. How eventful. Oh well. Bread+water can easily be toast+tea. sup. :)

Haley, other people.

David Keenan

DJ

"In this hole that we have built we get further and further and further From what we must do." Chan Marshall

Love to those who are both familiar and unfamiliar with it.

Gregory Karahalis

What an amazing four years! Everyone has changed so much! My heart goes out to my best friends and, of course, the GSA. Love you all! Thanks to all my friends and family who, in their own ways, have helped me understand that change is the only way to progression.
Seniors

Megan Kelleher
GL 07 HH LG CA'AK AF AB KD JS
JM Bl. IDK what I'd do without you.
Brandon my best friend, you always
keep me smiling. ILY! Cape Cod 06
07 Mission—3 girls giggling black
cavalier! Crazy hotel nights. Get Low.
Bust! (Bshk RIP) Ty Mom, Dad, Jamie.
+ Shawn. PEACE OUT BR!

Patrick Kelton
Pat
Hey Guys thanks for the good times.
Srik, Billy, Tom Kelly, you guys were
awesome. Kelly, Lindz, Heather, Patti
thanks for keeping me sane and put-
ing up with me for four years, and
thanks to all the other people I know
I'm forgetting.

Christopher Kennedy
Kennedy
BR 07 Best times: Pearl Jam OAR,
311, DC, CS, CR, RT, RA, CM, JT, SP.
Biddy 07.

Joseph Kenney
Joey
Adam dud: Bff. Plus, "If we go down,
we go down together." Yo! Eric lets take
it and...nightcho! It's Greek tradition!
Q. Trice. Shaunsedan. Meh. 10th grade
summer. Zach's bananas cabrilla.
Badminton. Dr. Ja. Burger-King. Jess
ily. Safe in Heaven Dead. Wendigo
Wednesdays. Meaghan. Emily. Meg-
DAW! Goofy Boots!

Ashley Kemmett

John Kennedy
JFK
Great times the past 4 years
Artel From
Mobil times
BR football—Hockey games. Go
times.
Thank you to Mom—Peter the teachers I have had in by
years.
Peace class of '07.

Elizabeth Kernen
Liz
"One of the signs of passing youth
is the birth of a sense of fellowship
with other human beings as we take
our place among them."

-Virginia Woolf
Good bye and good luck, '07!

Thomas Kelley
Seniors

Mitchell Keylor
1-4 Wrestling, 1-2 Biddy ’3-4
Stuco 1-2 STUCO Mom and Dad thanks for everything Ben- great guy. Good Luck ’07

Ashley Kinan

Jonathan King
King
The last four years were interesting. We had many good times. I've met a lot of cool friends.
Over the stump.
Nalah and Chloe
Brianna's Breakfast
Burger King Cookout
It's been fun.

Michael King

Evan Kirby
Nipz McGee
Motley Crue 05 and 06! Yeah Dead Guy! Chie Goo! Sandy Pelican! McMolly! good times in study! Pterodactyl! Jay Ruth and where is Zack?! It's not a tumor! Biggie Smalls Biggie Smalls Biggie Smalls Barney Frank. Over the stump! Brutus. Keith Gill needs more cowbell. Tomato stuck on the wall. It's the country club.

Brittany Kisil

Jeffrey Koch
"The one man ocean spray"
Highschool was ok. Sunday football games were the best. Thursdays after school were better, seeing who got hurt more.
Bog Unit, keeping track of "Tex" and discussing seniority. Fun times with the guys. WR. DL. SH. PF. ZB. FK. TM. KI.
"The Prez." TC. "Rock out with your male chicken out."

John Kilroy
JM
Here We Go Here We Go’ BR Football, Brew Crew, good times.
Copperfield Drive, cool kids. CFX Snowboarding 4 life. ’07 fellas it was nice to know ya. ’07 ladies it's been my pleasure. Peace Out BR.
Good luck ’07 crew. Mrs. Rucker and Ms. Rossi, thanks for all the help. Mom. Dad. and Kait, thanks for everything.

Mom and Dad thanks for everything. Ben- great guy. Good Luck ’07
Alicia Ladue
Thanks class of 2007, it’s been amazing. Good luck to everyone! Friends TYFE idk where I’d be w/o you. So lucky to death, “cousins til the end.” Junior Prom my house. Crazy nights w/CL TYFE. Summer ’06 enough said, NB MG DL. never a dull moment IWNFY. RT my soldier TYFE. Thanks to Mem, Dad, Stephanie, and Brian. ILY.

Blake Larsen
Blake
Yo what up?

Colleen Latouf

Robert LeBoeuf
Bobby
BEEP. West Side Story, Anything Goes, Chicago, Footloose, Band, TJ2. Star Trek, Lost, 108 Janice Issa Wright—my hero. RIP Jon Lindskog Meghan Shy, you have made these four years fun and interesting. Mike, Bockey, Jordan, Chuck, Skri and everyone else, good luck and have fun. Hurley Reyes—the man. REPUBLICANS FOR AMERICA! Parting is such sweet sorrow.

Kristy LeClair
Krispy, Tina, Muffin
108 AP, HP, AH, CR, MW, MS, AW, JD, SB BD. T. love you! MS= covers ‘06! Cheerleading, 9, Field hockey 12 SW substitute Mr. Buron w/ Sully! K Gill <3 Mrs. Hall Thanks 4 the A’s. RIP Mr. L! Prom ‘06 fun days, fun nights!, KARMA. D-Flower HP I love u Mom, Dad, and Ryan. Thanks 4 everything. Class of ’07

Krystie Laham
Kris
Maybe the past is like a mirror reflect ing us back. Maybe you have no idea who you were to become—in your dreams be/’a girl would do the things I fun w/you and it’s staying in my 5’s A+ G; AF 5-L. We’re cool
Literally! Mickey N the K, you quit, still LX! Mom-Dad Ya everything LV; JoshMike GL
finally outta here!

Michael Larson
Dave
Made props, tix Da Ja, FB, Tyler Chus, Shaun Duh, Dave Raincoat, Count Bedford (RIP), Titicus, Pup Wed, Tim Rhines, Flying J, Acacia, SIHD, AsCx. My lady pups, The Model Homes, Handi Kids, Scotland, Cumby’s, the Grandfather and BDM + PTBAM Keep it rel pups. I love you all.

Jennifer Lauper

Blake Larsen
Blake
Yo what up?

Colleen Latouf

Robert LeBoeuf
Bobby
BEEP. West Side Story, Anything Goes, Chicago, Footloose, Band, TJ2. Star Trek, Lost, 108 Janice Issa Wright—my hero. RIP Jon Lindskog Meghan Shy, you have made these four years fun and interesting. Mike, Bockey, Jordan, Chuck, Skri and everyone else, good luck and have fun. Hurley Reyes— the man. REPUBLICANS FOR AMERICA! Parting is such sweet sorrow.

Kristy LeClair
Krispy, Tina, Muffin
108 AP, HP, AH, CR, MW, MS, AW, JD, SB BD. T. love you! MS= covers ’06! Cheerleading, 9, Field hockey 12 SW substitute Mr. Buron w/ Sully! K Gill <3 Mrs. Hall Thanks 4 the A’s. RIP Mr. L! Prom ’06 fun days, fun nights!, KARMA. D-Flower HP I love u Mom, Dad, and Ryan. Thanks 4 everything. Class of ’07

Krystie Laham
Kris
Maybe the past is like a mirror reflect ing us back. Maybe you have no idea who you were to become—in your dreams be/’a girl would do the things I fun w/you and it’s staying in my 5’s A+ G; AF 5-L. We’re cool
Literally! Mickey N the K, you quit, still LX! Mom-Dad Ya everything LV; JoshMike GL
finally outta here!
Seniors

Jennifer Leon


Sean Leurini Luiz

Josh, Levy, Lev-Dog, Chick, Kodiak Bear. Thank you Mom, Dad and the rest of my family for all of your love and support. Thanks to my friends for all the craziness we've had, especially "thesquare", "travelling Patty", Bagga, Silva, Diz. Wow! Spending the summer in the Cape. Good times. B-B Hockey. Thanks to the girls, Bill, you saved us. Thanks J-P-K and Mebli.

Melissa Lewis

"TIMB, LY, TL Snowbunny, Judith + Boys GT's, RWCC '06 BT's, Vegas Licks for life, Betty + Willy, GTA, the Partyvan Chamber, Mom, Dad, Zee, Mac TY, ILY-MJ. 6.16 ILY + vs. TYPE. "It's been a wild ride, I wouldn't change a minute." Keep on as at 07!

Katrina Lessard

"It's been a wild ride and I wouldn't change a minute" BJLM, By + Tyl. Brian + Brian MBF's, ML my snowbunny. Hockey boys GT's, soccer girls OCL Chamos ly, CCENH06 Cruise 07. Powder Puff, Teens, Partyvan, 311, Licks for life. Trevor 2006. Mom, Dad, + Lindz by + tyle. Good luck 07. No regrets.

Arthur Liao

Kenny Wu
To everyone who was involved in disc, you made school worth coming to, and our hang outs at Cumby's won't be forgotten. To the councilors who dragged me into translating Chinese you're welcome. Greasers rule at disc and TJ2 was the best time of my life. Thanks to Jordan for breaking my leg.

Bryan Lima

Daniel Linehan

Big Dan
Kyle Lonergan
Other Kyle
I had great classes all four years. Some better than others. Thanks to my friends, I made it. Happy Ending!

Jamie Lovell
J, Jamie Cakes
Dance down the path of life with your hair down, arms wide open, barefoot in the grass to the music of your own heartbeat. Even if you don’t know where you’re going or where you’ll end up, always remember where you’ve been. Thank you to all my friends who made this road an amazing adventure.

Brian Lyford
Ly/ Hanging out at CT Mobil BR Football, and Hockey good times. Hanging out with my boys. Prom night at my house. Grouchy’s over the summer. Dropping a spike on Brad’s car. Thank Mom and Dad Matt and Jen.

William MacArthur

Melissa Mackinnon
Vball 2-4 capt; bball 1-3; 04; cc 04-05; CD, MB, CP; mom & dad

Maria Macolini
Malina
Four years ago, strangers, now we’re a family. Friends, soccer girls, PCC ’04, you’re the very best Jared, I wouldn’t have made it through this year without you. You’re amazing and I love you! Janine, my best friend and savior! Stef, my first friend! Good luck, ’07, it’s time to open to a new chapter. Thanks Mom, Dad, and Nick!

Aaron Louison
Jewison
Remember the HCST= and if 4th Reich Jewsns= The Red Sea Dodge ball, “GLHFS my D” Tennis 4 lyfe “hey Dead Guy” (Aerosmith, Motley Crue, “Nothing-in common” great owned SOCS, TM chats, BG, JK, CK, CB, MD, TM, MY, TC, JS, JI Socom, Stay gold ponygirl
Seniors

Lindsey Macomber

To all my seniors, only the best.
I.C. and KJ, thanks for it all, best.
BEKMT, Julie Melissa Trina,
you girls! MM thanks for every-
thing, love you Mom and Dad, thanks
naphere. R and Matt good luck!
I has to end, love doesn’t.” IMY
On Good Luck 2007, ILY!

Ashley Maloney

Midge, Baloney
You can never be old and wise if you
were never young and crazy. Soccer
2-4 ’06 captain. ILY girls awesome
season. My girls SMGTs UKWUR LaL
MBF tyfe i lysin BA gis baby ILY. AV
14 years IY APNEU. Mom Dad Court
Linds Mary and Erin thanks. ILY. The
rest of 2007, good luck!

Michael Marotta

Midge, Baloney
To all my seniors, only the best.
I.C. and KJ, thanks for it all, best.
BEKMT, Julie Melissa Trina,
you girls! MM thanks for every-
thing, love you Mom and Dad, thanks
naphere. R and Matt good luck!
I has to end, love doesn’t.” IMY
On Good Luck 2007, ILY!

Carolyynn Mahoney

Carly, Chuck, Chuckles
High school was a blast! BD-AD,
MA+EA love ya always! Tennis courts
with BD+MA...EEK! Whitehorse, July
3rd, bounces crew, prom w/MK hah!
AT-way back, IY! Drives w/ CR+MA-
always a good time! Dipset, charcoal.
Partyin at the banks, Peace BR!
Mom, Dad, Lay, Matt+Cor-thanks for
putting up w/me, love ya.

Jonathan Marquardt

Mary McBride

Maine
For away there in the sunshine are my
highest aspirations. I may not reach
them but I can look up and see their
beauty, believe in them, and try to fol-
low them. -Louisa May Alcott To my
family and friends, you know who you
are, thank you for making the past four
years the best of my life.

Aida Martens

Adapatata
Good luck ’07 Best wishes to every-
one! Best times Andrew, Pamela,
Stephanie and Krystal. I love all
of you! Andrew=TWIN. I love
you so much best friends for life.
Thanks to my Mom and Dad for
always being there, IY! Dun you’re
the best brother ever! IY Spanish
class junior year awesome time<3
K.D IY! Good luck hun! A.W and
N.W. love you!

Sean McCauley

Macaleaks
Found it! Gray B’s Money in the bank!
I'm bringing sex back. Yea! Sup bra!
Grabs some paws! Tod OLNAVY! Mrs.
Eddy we have a story! Concert crew.
Blake & Tony getting the field goal with
a desk! Golf Country!
Seniors

Rachel McDonald

Sara McGee

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in awhile, you could miss it." - Ferris Bueller

Thanks for everything Mom, Dad, Nick, and Danny! I love you! Many great friends and memorable times — musical, Latin, AP History, prom, "Chillaxing" in "Spance", and much more! Congrats and Best of luck '07!

Andrew McGovern

JESSE McGafcghey Jr.

Molly McGuire

Molly McGuire

Molly, Jackie, Sarah, love you so much! Does my other half, how did we get anywhere really? Of summer — BEP + Orchard + Chatham — Fox + TMolina/ BG + KH, LY! / Ban skating? "...at Dunks" RIP EB, sorry M. Flares? 615, my best! '05 the originals, LY! Kam + LYSM/Mom, Dad, Annie, Sid, CMFH love you always. GL KP!

ROCK

Kelsey McKenna

McKenna

Thanks to everyone who helped to make my senior year so much fun! Bonanza, Brezie, Adducola, good times. Thanks Mom, Dad, and Matt for everything; love you guys. "I hope you had the time of your life." — Green Day

Congratulations '07!

Erin McNamara

EMac

Here's to the nights we felt alive. Here's to the tears you knew you'd cry. Here's to goodbye. Tomorrow's gonna come too soon. Thanks to my family. I love you! Kristen BFF always + forever. My girls UKWUR — love you all. LEHY, Holy Karate. Good Luck '07. Peace out BR. It's been real.

Alyssa McIntyre

Maine, Lys

To my family, I love you. You've helped mold me into who I am today. Thanks Court we're the craziest together. Thanks, my best LYS + Beth laden our friendships. Mac Go some classy ladies! LY! Fockey thanks for being so welcoming! LYS '07. It's been a wild ride. I wouldn't change a minute. Best of Luck. Peace and Love.
Seniors

Janine Meagher

Tennis crew, musical, you are the best. Maria and Jared, my sisters, thanks for everything. I love you both. Friends—greatest four years we’ve been through it all with you. The memories have been made; keep them in our hearts forever again. Mom, Dad, Kelly, Michael I love you!

Andrew Medico

Andy

Received the Best of the Bunch Award in 2004 and the Achievement Award in Computer Applications in 2006. Thanks to Mr. Phaneuf for a great art class and to Josh Randall for helping me during my Freshman year. Earned the Eagle Scout Award in Boy Scouts in 2006.

Christopher Merrion

John Mills

Antonio Molina

Samantha Moreau

Colleen Morrissey

James Moore

Jim

May the wind be at your back, the sun upon your face, and let the wings of destiny carry you aloft... To dance with the stars. To Every 1: The Jims, BO< Skeena, HH, KD, MK, MB, JP, Scooters, Bougu, All BFF. Hundreds of memories, not 1 regret. Stay up. Mom + Dad + Char. Thank U4Everything. UY. GL ’07 STAY REAL.
Seniors

Alexander Morse
Alex
I had a great four years at Bridgewater-Raynham High school. I met a lot of great people that I hope will remain in my life until the day I die.

Nicole Murphy

Taylor Murray
Tay
BEKKLLMT love you. Field Hockey girls and Track & Field M2 and JD always here. Senior girls and boys always the best times with you. Football and Hockey girls. 311 is party van and the blaze. Mom, Dad, and Matty ride, lily. In the end you realize it’s not where you are but who you’re with. Good luck 2007.

Christopher Myers

Myers
GTs in highschool. The chalk writes freshman year in history, Spanish class junior and senior year and the junior English class. H coloured League 06 champs, East Coast Eagles freshman and junior year... maybe senior year, and track before I quit every time. GTs with MM, RA, TG, LM, MO, TB, IG, DC, CR, IF, DD, ST, JT. Peace out highschool, Myers.

David Nelson

Spencer Nichols
Thanks to my family, Mom and Dad thanks for everything. I love you. My friends thanks for the amazing times always remember the laughs! HK Crew see ya in the summers. PHFY! Best of Luck Class of ’07!

Darlene Morse
Darlenee, Darla
Thank you to my Emily and Mattie wouldn’t of made it through KG, AP, AC, CC and more. Carter I love you very much. Mother you gave me friends. Dad I miss you guys been here for you both. Good luck. Class of 2007.

Jennifer Myles
MM: Not only my sister but my best friend. BFFs-KA, MS, KS, TG, CS, SM. TSSummer Crew 06-Love you all! The pictures may fade, but the memories will always remain.
Seniors

Peter Nicholson

Anthony O'Brien

Joshua O'Brien

Cynthia Odiah

John O'Donnell

Erin O'Leary

Erica Oliari

Brian Norman

Norm
Great times with all the hockey and football guys. Can't forget the CTMobil crew and all the regulars. BL, CP, JO, JFK, AVD, JK, MW. good times guys. Good luck '07. Mom and Dad thank you for the support. I love you.

...the only people for me are the mad ones...who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn, like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars...—J. Kerouac p3, Daves, A-racers, acacia, and I'm glad I didn't die before. I'm glad you madd love, plusfrose, look a tharrr happy christmas harry <3

Just wanted to thank everyone specially my girls. You know who you are. I love all of y'all. I'm going to miss everyone, LA, BJ, ZB, TA, MR. These were the people who I was seen with in the hallways. I still always count on you guys. Love ya! —Muah–

Nick, Hey you Good friends, good times, good stories, the Pirate Adventure, and K+F Disc. BH, my friends know who they are. DAAAVE!

in City

Good luck '07. Mom and Dad thank you for the support, I love you.

The Pirate Adventure, and K+F Disc.

Mom and Dad thanks for always being there. I love you. Matthew good luck next year. I'll miss you. Rachael, couldn't have done it without you. To the rest of '07 good luck. Follow your hearts and dreams.
Seniors

Rachael Oliari
Thanks to my friends and family for helping me through this. I love you Dad, Eric, and Matthew. I couldn't have done it without you support. My friends, I can't believe it's over. I love you all. Good Luck '07! Let's not forget where we came from. I can't believe it's over. -Rachael

Gregory O'Neil
Greg
And so the journey ends. Warm regards to my family, for always being there, and providing the greatest lessons I learned. I thank Ms. O for making me become the writer I am today. BR newspaper for putting me to the words. To MO, RO, EO, NT, and TJ, I will remember U all forever.

Helena Page
Bean, L-Dawg, Leanie
It's been real. Crazy times. Thanks to my teachers. You guys were great. And much love to all my friends. You know who you are. Good luck everyone.

Greg and so the journey ends. Warm regards to my family, for always being there, and providing the greatest lessons I learned. I thank Ms. O for making me become the writer I am today. BR newspaper for putting me to the words. To MO, RO, EO, NT, and TJ, I will remember U all forever.

Constance Page
Connie
I would like to have a hamburger. Nicole ha! Love you all, you know who you are. Good Luck Class '07.

Clifton Owens
Gregory O’Neil
And so the journey ends. Warm regards to my family, for always being there, and providing the greatest lessons I learned. I thank Ms. O for making me become the writer I am today. BR newspaper for putting me to the words. To MO, RO, EO, NT, and TJ, I will remember U all forever.

Courtney Panton
Court, CJ
God broke our hearts to prove to us he only takes the best. RIP coach L + Willy.
Bhall 1-3; Vball 1-4. Summer girls MD Cape Cod gts. FL trips. Jr prom, pp '03-'06. Love to 18, Frclbel+CA fun times. Ab-MBF LTY4e.
G: Sam + Nicole. TY Mom + Dad, '07 much love.

Shrina Patel
I never really liked being in this school, but I learned to make the best out of it. Shout outs to Kaliegh and Gaelle. Mad love to the both of you. All I want to say is there ain't NO school like ACHS and NO friends like the ones in Jersey! Pooja I love you! Class of 07 baby!

Jacquelyn Palmer
Best friends. I love you bar Sugar OOB, 311, RIP EB, and dunks. BE Crowd Surfing, Battleship Cove. Original's ly proteinshakes, WAABAM '07. Good Times, Good Friends. Good Luck! Mom and Dad- I'm still alive, thanks. I love you; KP- love you and good luck! YUH
Seniors

Christina Pereira
I really did it '07! Thanks to my dad, Danielle, & Steve! Shout out to my girls Jp, BT, JD, & GT. Also to all the people I miss & love you! And also to my J0-06.

Joaquin Pereira
Jakt legz
To the ones who follow...Don't Blink...live with no regrets. "Chad I couldn't ask for a better friend." Football '07...(Ruff roads, good times).

Amanda Perrault

Ryan Perreault

Bethany Perry
BP
"Si me rompi codo "I wouldn't had bittin' that from the book." Dos cuerpitos doraes" Billy + Kyle Good in SPANCE. Remember the window and window conspiracy. Its real, its been fun, but its hasn't been real fun.

Jonathan Pickett
There is not too much that stands out about the past four years, but here's what does. Fires at my house, biking, redneck sledding, cruising in The Cutlass, Blazers, Crane St, and its box, trips to VPS and the cornfields, JOT class, Paniéra, and Brockton street races. Thanks to anyone that made it fun.

Jenna Pieper
PiePie, Jenna-ee
Thanks mom, dad, nana, and Key for everything. I'm glad that I've met so many great friends here. I wish I could be the same without you, especially Kelsey, Hayley, and Jen. Making chocolate brownies, Oreo muffins, and graham cookies. I'll always remember SPANCE and the Eiffel Tower Marathon..."To make each day count." Venus et Minerva sedent sub arbore.

Brittiny Pinto
B-Paige, Bibi
Its been a fun four years but I must say I'm thrilled that its over. Ashleigh Rowan thanks for always being there. You're the best! I wish everyone the best of luck and I'll never forget Bibi.
Evan Playle

Evan
Three years at the Regional and it feels like I got here yesterday. I'd like to thank mom, dad, Steve, Maryhelen, and Grandma. To my friends, you know who you are, thanks for the good time and I wish you all good luck and good fortune in the future.

Christopher Post

Posty, Merrill
Football 1-4
Baseball 1-4
Biddy 1-4
What up to everyone. Good times. Good luck in the future. Thanks for everything.

Kevin Preach

Preach
Good times with all my boys. London, stay fresh. Mike nice time eating Badges and doing nothing all day. Linares. Funniest kid alive. Hewitt not much to say except Semper Fi. Carry on Melody, Ebony + Ivory! ESP? Clifton Round Two? Kelly! Too many awesome times can't write them all down, you're Amazing! 10/28/05

Mackenley Prou

Mickey
Thank you to everyone who supported me through my high school career. Thank you to those who didn't help me because I obviously didn't need you anyways. Shout out to everybody in the 07 class, Keep striving in life. It's up for the squad posted in the lobby joint. 07 Trojans holding it down. Be Easy Seniors! One!

Jennifer Power

Kevin Prosper

Thank you Mom & Dad and family for everything. I appreciate it so much. Thanks again good luck Class of 2007.

Nicholas Pucillo

Thanks to all my friends for the great times and memories. Thanks Mom and Dad for being there. Over the stump Brutus. TJ2. County Club. "When the river runs red, take the dirt road instead." Congratulations Class of '07!
Senior

Stephanie Quinn

...could say a lot happened in the failures threatening to press our dreams, teaching us the dangers of heartbreak. No exceptions. Bitter sweet, rhythm beats to drum. One hit, there, light will shine through cracks of optimism. Opportunity will stick, success will arrive. Breaths of fresh air will create more sounds. Time has come, these things happen for a reason.

Carl Ramponi

Carlos, miss you kid! The past 4 years were full of the most memorable times of my life with many different groups of friends. I will never forget anyone or the good times I've had.

Lindsay Reagan

I-Reag

Field Hockey, you know. Stuco, BRC, Squad, Junior Minis, SEMASC - out of control, PCC, intensity '04. My Junior Misses, only the best of times; Haz, Michelle, Jamie, Eric, Matt, Ash, Malia, Kasey, Ryan, and Sean - good luck exploring the infinite abyss. A Hoy, keep it real and 2007, stay classy.

Jessica Redfern

Goodbye to: Emac, A Rosen, KJ, Kelsey, MM Hook, Winzaa

Heather Reilly-Gannon

Good luck Class of '07. I want to thank DW, AK, NT, JA, AW, KS, CO, CG and everyone else I forgot. DW good times in Brockton and going to Dunkin' Donuts. AK good times over the summer I miss you. Good luck next year everyone. H-dog out! Peace.

Evan Renaud

Keep it easy.

Kevin Racicot

DAVE Raincoat, Rosco

A-Racers, Donut Disaster, 51n Shows, Summer at Fishes, skating, Gatorade, Ben Chaves, jumping out a window, Thank you Mom, Dad, Nikki, Jen

Kelsey Reese

Reeses Pieces, Pokey

Lucia Restrepo Grippen

Lucy, Luc
I'd like to thank my family for everything, ILY. The friends who have always been there: MH, AB, JH, SV, CA, AC, MJ, EM, MV, RO, MB, love you all, some of the best memories! Good luck '07, it's been good.
It's never goodbye, it's see you later.

Jessica Ridlen

J.RID
"It's impossible to sum up high school in 60 words. But I do have some friends and they know who they are."
Mad Love.

Nicole Riley

Giley, Shakira
"'07 you may not end up where you thought you were going, but you will always end up where you belong." Good Luck! The few that stayed true: GT, BT, JD, KW. "AS. -always-. Love and support to my soldiers! Soccer, gymnastics, "Picture of Perfection" Senior FP, NHS, PCC '03 & '04, Prom '04 & '05, WH beach, Scav Hunts, Rascal Flatts!! Carpe Andrea Ly.

Phillip Riley

Christina Rizer

Carpe Diem.

Melody Rodrigues

Big Mel, Melodious, Mel
We’ve walked down this road in search of something true, together we grew, our journey has come to an end, onto something new. Goodbye my friend until we meet again, much will change, looking back I wouldn't change a day. The memories we made, challenges we met, these lessons made us who we are, now we’re taking the next step.

Kaliegh Rodriguez


Seniors

Christopher Rondeau

Friends for Life: Silva, Caron, Godfrey, Silva, you know who you are. 2/4/05 (The Love of brother and sister- Silva and Brittany Avila)

Jordan Rose

Thank you golf team. We never did too well but we had a lot of fun at Rivas Red Scare 6-29-1 Thank you to all of my friends for all the good times we had. Tayla you mean the world to me thank you for always being there for me. Lmg! =HCST=

Amy Rosen

"Some people come into our lives, and quickly go. Some stay a while, leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never, ever the same."

- Flavia Weedn

Thanks to all my friends and family. I love you all and couldn't do it without you. Ng

Congratulations Class of 2007 and Good Luck!

Ashleigh Rowan

It's over! These four years have gone by faster than I expected. Friends have made it all worthwhile and the memories will last forever. Casey, someday I'll go to a soccer game. I promise. Brittny- I'm glad I could help. To my 9- you all are simply amazing and it's truly been a pleasure. Good luck Class of '07!

Wilfred Roy

Gonna miss this place. Gum Street barbecues, all the friends. All of the good times like the courtyard picnics, gonna miss it all.

Good times with the 'Sheep Could'. gonna miss you especially, typog. Rest in love, love in shepard's country. Weepstades!

Elizabeth Rudokas

Kyle Rula

Jason Ruth

Ja

These four years have been amazing to say the least. From late night drives to unknown destinations to working all the time. I want to say thanks to my family and friends who were there for me through the years. Mom: Dad, LF, ML, GT, SD, TC, ZB, JK, RW, D, MB, BC, EO, SG.
Seniors

Krystal Salvatore

Trojan Softball! Parking lot parties.
All the funny times "I wouldn't mind hitting that from the book." To all my friends, amazing times! I love you all.
What happens behind the stage stays behind the stage hakayjay A quote to live by "Be yourself and never second guess who you are"

Jonathan Sassenick

Jon, Saz, Jl, Sazzy-O, Chad
"If we don't wake up and shake up the nation, we'll eat the dust of the world wondering why..." The Crew friends at the beginning, friends at the end Raywater Players- My "other" family! 4 years of acting, singing, dancing, and love for Janice Issa Wright-Becky BFF/ "I have been changed for good." "Actions speak louder than words"

Jennifer Scolamiero

"Every new beginning comes with some other beginning's end." Mom Dad, Anthony, and Stephen, thank you so much. Fun times. Field Hockey girls. Good luck! Friends- gt's, Love ya LMKJ Good luck Class of 2007!

Jessica Shaw

These past four years have been crazy. I've had so many friends and memories that cannot be replaced."Kirstie, bff, Wednesdays! Halls and Sam, you're my girls, love all the times we've had. CE, CT, KS, LG, JL, you're the best. Good luck Erin and to all of 07. Life's too short, live it up!

Allison Sarkisian

RIP Daddy, I miss you so much. I'm doing as best I can without you. Love you always and forever. Thanks for everything. Mom. Ashley do know where I'll be without you...I love you so much! VB girls much love.'05-'06...CC '06 CJ-CAYA BFF SENIORS '07...love you all!

Michael Schondek

Pooh Bear
I will always remember from high school: T22 with the cookie incident, waterbags and travel, The Red Scare, card games, $$B, plochats, Gatorade bottle, Cars, badly written Halo articles, cinematography 06, and thanks to friends and family who made these memories possible.

Brian Shapiro

B-Shap
Thanks for everything Mom, Da and Matt. CYO=Life. CFL is awesome grt's at Tim's house with everyone baseball gonna be sick! GL '07.

Grace Shea

Grecelyn
Lindsey and Colleen! Love you guys. NC and Vamps amez! grt's grt's Rusty! Carazy, J.Danger, CS, MR, AL, DL, RP, KC
Seniors

Kasey Sheehan

"In a world full of different paths in life, but we are where we go, we take a little bit of everyone:" JS, AR, KD, RW, MD Soccer League Champs...New Friends, "gl in seasons" SRC Golfing kids in shape LR see everything, Mom, Dad, Kyle. Good Luck CJ MJ SW

Kelsey Shirosky

"I sit on the grass and start a poem, but the paths of it overcomes me. The future slips imperceptibly away. Who can say what the years will bring? Jade Flower Palace, Guys, Let's Alvvacada this! By Tu Fu P.S. I don't even KNOW!"

Chad Shiverdecker

"With great power comes great responsibility." WS '04 Mrs. White Thanks Nana, Grampa, Dad, and Mom, Allie, Cody, Collin, Corey, Jonathan Universal Six Flags Dizzy-caping, Robin, Mike, Trisha, Ray, Great Nana Playing Baseball

Sarah Shoemaker

"To my friends, it's been an amazing four years! Friends, forever: Rondou, Thayer, Kennedy, DC, Godfrey, and the girls, also to everyone else. My beloved sister Melody, my brother and sister-in-law Chris Rondou and Alyssa Carvalho. BA 97/32/16 Thanks to my family for all the support. BR '07 for life!"

Brian Silvia

"High school has been real! The time flew by and left so many great memories, Junior Prom! If it wasn't for those few close friends and my teachers it would have been a disaster. Thanks to JF, BE, JM, Simmons, and CP, these have been the best four years of my life. Good Luck. Class of 07. No regrets.

Christopher Silva

"Buddayyy!! Thanks to all my friends, it's been an amazing four years! Friends, forever: Rondou, Thayer, Kennedy, DC, Godfrey, and the girls, also to everyone else. My beloved sister Melody, my brother and sister-in-law Chris Rondou and Alyssa Carvalho. BA 97/32/16 Thanks to my family for all the support. BR '07 for life!"
Kelsey Simmons
Lil Simmons
Senior Class of 2007! These past 4 years have gone by so fast. I will definitely never forget my high school experience here. I stuck through it all for my parents. Rest in peace Mom and Dad. To my true friends thanks for always being there for me, March 4th 2006 - I love you baby. Always and forever. MJG

Joseph Smith
Joe
The greatest game ever played; jumping off cliffs into rafts on the Taunton River... yeah. "As I walked among the fires of Hell, delighted with the enjoyments of genius, (which to angels look like torment and insanity), I collected some of their proverbs." And, yeah, welly whatever, you can't teach God anything... -COST

James Smith Jr.
Smitty
What a long, strange trip it's been...
"The Jims", Outlet, Leem... Keep it real
FHF: So much, so much. Thanks to the Fam for everything.

Kara Son
Goodbye, B-R
Thank you!

Donald Spear
Thanks to those at B-R who taught me the importance of working hard year after year to achieve in honors and AP classes, and how much that effort really matters to some people but not others.

Meghan Sly
Meeg, Msly, Meg, Sly dogg. NY
Trio- MS, AM, CW, BFF SB, HS, MTR, EW, KL, JD, LS, NU, IV, SH, BP - Musical 11, 12 Drama 12, CL Complete Kinch is still the best. TJ2 builds trust you guys. Powderpuff 27 & 10, RIP. we'll miss you. EDJ will always and forever be my teddy bear <3 "Good Girl are never remembered" - Marilyn

Daniel Sotera Jr.
Wrestling 1, 2, Roche Bros., Stoneforge
Mad fun times at BR. Remember when... we got out at 1:00, don't Daehai jumped off the roof, Jesse jumped in the window, the oil leak in '04, pope Rally ice cream at JM at lunch, the stump MK, BP, MC, CR, BD, SL, Andy.

Adam St. Amand
Shrek
"Words have the power to both destroy and heal. When words are both true and kind, they can change our world." - The Buddha
Seniors

Tara Steffen
Peer leaders 1-4, foreign language club 3-4. Friends: great times over the years. I love you guys and Good Luck in college! Thanks Mom and Dad for everything. I love you so much! Good Luck next year Josh.

Timothy Sutter
I want to thank all of my friends for all of the memories and laughs we've shared through these past four years. You've kept me sane. Thank you for everything. Mike, thank you for sticking by me through everything. I love you. Mom and Dad, thank you for all your love and support. I couldn't have done it without you.

Janelle Tapp
Thanks to all my friends for always being there for me. It's been a fun four years. I'll miss you guys! Vinnie, I love you. Thanks Mom + Dad for everything. I wouldn't have been able to do this without you. Krista, good luck to you next year!

Amy Tate
To sum it all up, “we gonna party like it's 1995!” Thanks to my GS. My best friend, MR, my other half, JL, my big sis! April 15, D.C. July 2, MIT! Juniors prom! Prescia, carefully bounce crew! Beach parties! Quazzi, CJ, minute man, I.C., K.I., JL, AV, z.i.p. caugy! Mo' dad, Nick, Love you!
Seniors

Kelsey Simmons
LiL Simmons
Senior Class of 2007! These past 4 years have gone by so fast. I will definitely never forget my high school experience here. I stuck through it all for my parents. Rest in peace Mom and Dad. To my true friends thanks for always being there for me, March 4th 2006-I love you baby. Always and forever. MJG

Joseph Smith
Joe
"The greatest game ever played, jumping off cliffs into rafts on the Taunton River...yeah. "As I walked among the fiery depths of Hell, delighted with the enjoyments of genius, (which to angels look like torment and insanity), I collected some of their proverbs." And, yeah, well, whatever, you cant teach God anything..."-COST

James Smith Jr.
Smitty
What a long, strange trip it's been...
"The Jims", Outlet, Lemon... Keep it real HH- So much, so much Thanks to the Fam for everything.

Kara Son
Goodbye, B-R
Thank you!

Donald Spear
Thanks to those at B-R who taught me the importance of working hard year after year to achieve in honors and AP classes, and how much that effort really matters to some people but not others.

Adam St. Amand
Strek
"Words have the power to both destroy and heal. When words are both true and kind, they can change our world."

Meghan Sly
Meeg, M.Sly, Meg, Sly doigg, Y York
Trio- MS, AM, CW, BFF SB, HS, TR, EW, KL, JD, LS, NU, JV, SH, BI Musical 11, 12 Drama 12, KL Col, Kutch is still the best TJ2 build for you guys, Powderpuff 27&10, R I, we'll miss you, EDJ will always and ever be my teddy bear <3 "Good Grief are never remembered"-Marilyn

Daniel Sotera Jr.
Wrestling 1, 2, Roche Bros., Stonefo Mad fun times at BR. Remember when... we got out at 1:00, don Daed jumped off the roof, Jesus jumped at window, the oil leak in '04, pop rail ice cream at JM at lunch, the stuff MK, BP, MC, CK, BD, SL, Andy...
Seniors

Kyle St. Thomas

Timothy Stewart

Timothy Sylvia

Erin Sutherland
I want to thank all of my friends for all of the memories and laughs we’ve shared through these past four years. You’ve kept me sane. Thank you for everything. Mike, thank you for sticking by me through everything. I love you. Mom and Dad, thank you for all your love and support. I couldn’t have done it without you.

Janelle Tapp
Nellie Thanks to all my friends for always being there for me. Its been a fun four years. I’ll miss you guys! Vinnie, I love you. Thanks Mom + Dad for everything. I wouldn’t have been able to do this without you. Krista, good luck to you next year!

Charles Tarr

Amanda Tate
Amy, Bricks, Tatey To sum it all up, “we gonna party like it’s 1995!” Thanks to my GS My best friend, MR, my other half, JL, my big sis! April 15, D.C./July 2, MT! Junior prom! Prescia, carefree, bounce crew! Beach parties! Quazzi, CJ, minute man, T.C., KJ, JL, AV, r.i.p. campground! Mo, dad, Nick, Love you!
Seniors

Erin Taxiera

"Crazy friends provide crazy times." Bits- no one compares. Thanks for the memories. Bits Kel Kay Mare + Tay couldn't forget you if I tried, love you girls. Mom + Dad. Thanks for everything. "Celebrate we will because life is short but sweet for certain." Good Luck 2007.

Ryan Thayer

"It's been a fun four years. To all my friends- Thanks for it all. Baseball Team of '04-05-06-07 Thanks to my parents for always pushing me to succeed. Good luck to all of '07. Stay classy and peace out BR. Clear Eyes. Full Hearts. Can't Lose. Semper Fi"

Nina Thomas

"What can I say that can explain, all this time I'm loving life." All my friends, I love you more than anything! (Body Awareness :) Colleen & Cayla: My best. Mom, Dad, and Michael, thanks for everything, love you! Good Luck '07! Do it up!!

Tayla Thompson

Tay

Aaron Chuck Erica Jamie Joe Mike Tom I couldn't have asked for better friends. Thanks for all the good times and memories. Liz and Nicky stories. Thanks for listening, Jordan you're still the only one who is always on my side. 8, Knights, Breeze, Dunks Mom Dad and Matty. My family and best friends. Love you. Good luck 2007.

Cassandra Torres

Cassie, Lassie.

Class of 2007, you are my family. GL in all you do! DI, GC, NW, MW, JB, TY for always being there. HWNF the crazy nights with AL, my robbie! NB you're my wife. LYLAS. Summer '06, "everything happens for a reason." GL Sarah, Becky and Sandy J-LY. Mom you are my inspiration. Dad you are my strength. TYFE. ILY.

David Totman

Dave

ThanksStefanie for four great years and many more. I love you babe. A good four years it was. The future awaits us now, not knowing where the road will lead. But best luck to us all, in whatever road we decide to take. Only the strongest will survive, Halo 2.

Bianca Toledo

Binkii

Wow, we finally made it. Thank you Mom, Dad & the rest of my family. My girls who've stayed true JD, CP, NR, GT, NB. To all of my friends TyFe. Good Luck RT. I love you all so much. Class of 2007.
Nicole Tranter

I love you, thank you for everything—best friends forever.  You and your boyfriend.  I'll never forget those days.  Love you all, Jenna, Amanda, Kelly, and you.  I really mean it.  Love ya'll.  You were the best, and I feel so lucky to have been able to be apart of your lives.  You guys are the best!  Love ya'll,

Jenna Vicente
Seniors

Karl Wells
Wells Beach, Welzly
Trojan Football Captain #73
Good times with my friends, Good. times on Crane Street, Going ridin with my boys. The late nights playin poker, Madder and Pool, RIP Coach Skog, Will and Gary the Fajristadores. (Cheeses...)
A thank you to my parents for helping me through these four years.

Lindsey Weygand
Lea
“When one door of happiness closes, another opens, but often we look so long at the closed door that we do not see the one which has been opend for us.” Friends: love ya! CTs: K, M, J. J. Mom, Dad, Katie, Kelly, Allison, and Bridget. Thank you and love you! Good luck class of 2007!

Danielle White
Dani.
Close of 07 we finally made it! Best of wishes to everyone and to my friends, these 4 yrs wouldn’t have been the same w/o you! BC, NB, CT, KW, CB, BA, AM, JV, AV, KD, BE, AL, MW, DL, AJ, NA Kirst- been through it all! LY hun! THE TEN, Mike+Sully 4 eva!
Mom, Dad, Court-Matt, Love you, thanks 4 everything. Best of wishes Caitlyn!

Michael Whiting
Mike.
06Ski Club, what up Gary and Adam?
Closest Friends: DL, CR, DW, CT
Thanks to my parents for being there these past four years. “Live to die another day.”

Heather Wheaton
Wheat-thin
“Life is not measured by the number of breaths you take, but by the moments that take your breath away.”
Girls: AB, SC, KS, MD, CJ, MJ, & SW. “When memories fade, we got each other.”
Pamela Nicole: Always been there for me. You’re the best, TyFe! I Love You!
Thanks to my family! GL 07

Jessica Whiting
To all the friends I will never forget.
Thank you + ILY! AB...best friends & life...through thick and thin! Thank Mom, Pa, and Grandma. I could have never made it w/out you! IL, Josh, Cruz!! mene yrs! Rital Congratulations Class of 2007! Good Luck!

Kelly Whooley
Kel, K Whoole, K dubs
Here’s a toast to all those who hear me all too well...
Btsy, Erin, Mary, Kirstie, & Tay love you. My absolut biffa always <3 Boys & Ty/Ly Cruise ‘07. Soccer 1-4 OCL champs, basketball 1-4 never forget “us” JL love and miss you. CF type.
Thanks mom, dad, Casey & Fat. Live well, laugh often, love much. GL 07 I’ll miss you all.

Kelly Weygand
“Happy are those who dream dream and are ready to pay the price to make them come true.” Thank you, Mom for everything. I love you lots.
Lindsey, Amber, Friday, you mean the world to me. Friends: gt’s NA, LM, JJ, Jack. Friend. Thanks! KP amazing.
Seniors

Andrew Wong
Thanks to my best friends for the great times: Spooky World '03, Six Flags, Trips to Boston and Providence, Florida '05, New Years Even '05, Prom, Cheesecake Factory, Nicole's birthday, the concerts. Kids best friend always. I love you Mom and Dad. Good Luck Amanda.

Christine Wood
Kwisteen, Stine
To all my friends gone, leaving or still here, I love you and good luck. MFC, KRF, Musical, Y.E.S.S., Art Club, Latin. Thank you to my family and AW, JD, GD, MM, KS, DJK, JG, SM and KS for making me who I am. I couldn't have done it without you.

Donal Wood

Nicole Wood
Nikki
Thanks to everyone who made B-R so memorable. CT, CF, BR, PG, AM, and JD. Good luck to everyone I'll always remember you guys. Thanks also to my family, Mom, Dad, Chris, Lauren + Ava. I couldn't have done it without you.

Katy Lynn Wood
Kate, Woody
"And in that moment, I swear we were infinite" B.C, D.W, C.B, J.V, A.V, my bffs, LY girls, BF, my lava! Frid, Hkap, madd love, ridic. You know, STUCO! LY! "You and I have memories, longer than the road, that stretches out ahead" Brian. I love you, Mom, Dad, Jesse, Cady, ly, tyle.
Seniors

Funing Wu

Michelle Young
Michow, Mitchel, Shelly
Sicce, A. racers, St. Mary's
end, Scotland, Todd, Chaos, Accurate
"year dead guy," George OC, May, 10
house, Friends New York art
Star Creations, hip dancing. Brides
who has been there I love you
Good luck

Nikolas Zarras
Kes
The past four years have been unfor-
gettable. Thanks to the teachers and
friends who made it fun. Live your
life with no regrets. Go Pats and Sox.
Biddy for life. Thank you Mom, Dad,
and Vasily for all your support. Good
luck Class of 2007.

Mary Zolga
"Sometimes people come into your life
and quickly go some stay for awhile,
leave footprints on our hearts, and
we are never ever the same." Flavia
Weedn
TM, KBE, KI, Kiffs, we will always
be fun. My girls thank you for every-
thing - love you all. Trackies, I'll miss
you and good luck next year! Soccer
girls STRONG! Good luck 07. Thanks
Mom, Dad, MJ love you.

Ashley Silva
Senior Favorites

What is your favorite Sport?

American Eagle

Student?

Food?

Restaurant?

Olive Garden

Who is your favorite Teacher?

Mr. Hayhurst

Year of High School?

SENIORS

Singer/Band?

Kelly Clarkson

Where is your favorite After School Hangout?

Home
Spencer,

I could not begin to tell you how proud I am of you. You worked hard, set goals, kept your dreams in front of you....

Now, it's time to go pursue them. Keep reaching and never stop learning...

I love you so very much.

Mom
XOXOXOXOX
Jenna Anderson

Congratulations, Jenna!
We love you and are so proud of you!
Best of luck in all you do.
Love, Mom and Dad

Zachary Bissett

Congratulations, Zac!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Connor

Sarah Shoemaker

Sarah,
Hitch your wagon to a star.
-R.W. Emmerson
Love, Nanny, Mom, Josh, Leah,
Doug, Robin, and Dakota

Jenna Vicente

Jenna,
Congratulations and best wishes for your future!
Love, Mom

Krystal Salvatore

Krystal-
I am very proud of you and what you have accomplished.
I know you will succeed in whatever you decide to do in the future.
Love,
Mom

Seth Cannon

Seth,
Always know how much you are loved!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah,
Joe, and Josh
Kelly Whooley
Live Well,
Laugh Often,
Love Much!
Love,
The Fam.

Elizabeth Florence
You’ve come a long way.
Bitsy Baby!

Ashley,
Great Job!
We are proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Courtney and Lindsey

“Erin Taxiera
‘Rin’-
Reach for your dreams”
Thanks for being you!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Kate and Jimmy
Shannon Denton

Dear Shannon, Congratulations on your graduation and all of your achievements. It has been our joy in watching you grow from our little girl into a beautiful and mature young woman.

We look forward to sharing in your journey and success for a wonderful future.

LOVE ALWAYS,

Mom and Dad
Will Roy

Will,

We are very proud of you and all your accomplishments. You have overcome some difficult times and grown up to be a strong, caring and loving young man. Always remember that Dad and Grandpa are right with you in every step you take and are also very proud of you. May your future be blessed with all the happiness and dreams you deserve.

Love,

Mom and Grandma
Shannon,
if you look through the window of life, aim high and keep your 'sunny side' up.
Love Nana

Good Luck Megan,
Congratulations on all you have accomplished!
We are proud of you... go follow your dreams.
Love Ya,
Mom, Dad,
Jamie & Shawn

Pamela Forrester - Congratulations, Pam! We are so proud of you and love you very much. Stay focused and you will achieve all your goals. We wish you much love, happiness and success in all that you do. Keep Smiling!
Love, Mom, Dad & Gary

Colleen Andrews
Congratulations Colleen,
We are proud of you. Follow your dreams!
Love Mom, Dad & Patrick

Charlie Boyer
Congratulations Charlie,
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Lisa
Sara, We are so proud of our little Miss Winnie. You have grown up so fast; where did the time go?

Best of luck as you begin an exciting new chapter in your life. We love you with all our hearts!

Mom, Dad, Nick & Danny

Congratulations Kelley
Nina Thomas

Congratulations Nina!

We Love You!

Mom, Dad and Michael
Jennifer Ferrone

May your Laugh, Smile and Dance

We love you very much; life is hard so settle down
and go for the Ride with us always on your side.

Look out world, here comes Jen!

Love Mom & Dad
Congratulations
Molly McGuire

We are very proud of you!
Dear Taylo,

Having children for Dad and I has meant many great times, challenges, mistakes, and rewards. When you were born (truly one of the best days of our lives) you were too PRECIOUS all 7 lb. 8 oz.'s of you, needing our constant attention, but the slowly, although in retrospect not slowly enough, it happened, your unique and individual personality emerged!

Now, suddenly you are out shining in the world, driving, working, preparing for college, and not needing Dad and I as much. Naturally as parents we are saddened by this because worrying about your children never ends and we wouldn't trade that sight for anything in this world. However, we are so proud of the amazing independent person you have become and admire the virtues and standards you have chosen to live your life by (in your own words, "All choices have consequences and they should be considered before acting"). You truly are a woman of your words. We hope you know how very proud all of your grandparents are of you as well as the rest of our family and friends!!!

Dad and I knew that one day you would leave our home and create your own path in this world. Because of you, we are sure this world will be a better place. We urge you to take advantage of opportunities that arise; don't be afraid of new worlds. It is far better to explore and return than to never have ventured at all. Learn all that you can because knowledge will serve you always. Always be kind and courteous to others because in a world of aggression and greed, graciousness is a rare gift.

Please know that you are never any further than a phone call away, "PLEASE KEEP YOUR CELL PHONE CHARGED!!!!" and always keep our love for you in your heart wherever you may go as we will keep your love in ours!

We love you Baby Angel and are so proud of you!!!

Love always and forever,

Mom, Dad, Matty, and of course Bailey XOXOXO

PS—To all of your friends, especially Jordan, Erika, Jason, Chuck, Mike, Tom, Joe, Mike, Kim, Danielle, Taylo, Melissa, Courtney, Kim, Jamie, and anyone we may have missed, we wish you all a safe and happy journey.

May you all be successful and always know that our home will always be an open door to all of you!

Love always, Ms. and Mrs. Thompson, Matty & Bailey XOX
Kelsey McKenna
Kelsey-
Congratulations! We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad & Matthew
Lucia Grippen
Congratulations Lucy!
Love,
Mom, Peter, Sadie & Papa

Congratulations Stefanie and Maria
Wherever you go, whatever you do, we hope you will always be friends.
Love,
The Crovello and Macolini Families

Congratulations Stefanie
We are very proud of you. May all your hopes and dreams come true.
Love Mom and Dad

Stephanie Crovello
Sean,  
Don't...  
Ask for what you want.  
Believe in yourself.  
Change your mind.  
Do what you love.  
Dream big.  
Pursue your heart's desire.  
Give more than you receive.  
Have a sense of humor.  
Insist on being yourself.  
Join in more.  
Kiss and make up.  
Love and be loved.  
Make new friends.  
Nurture your spirit.  
Overcome adversity.  
Play more.  
Question conformity.  
Reach for the stars.  
Speak your truth.  
Take personal responsibility.  
Understand more,  
Judge less.  
Volunteer your time.  
Walk through fear.  
Experience the moment.  
Your time is now.  
By any  
Congratulations, Sean  
Lives on to bigger and better times.  
Love,  
Mom & Dad

Sean-Paul McCauley  
My Son! My Son!  
Look what you have done. How proud you have made us. There were times you made us laugh so hard we cried. There were times you made us mad, but never a time you made us sad.  
So now it's time to reach for the stars.  
Go after your dreams, believe in yourself. Because at the end of the rainbow a pot of gold is waiting for you!  
We Love You,  
Mom and Dad

Sean-O  
Best of luck lil' brother. You made it this far. Now reach for the stars.  
Love,  
Jerry, Tina & Baby Gerard

Sean-O  
Always watch over your kids the way I watched over you. Just don't let them fall out any windows. I have your back baby brother. Best of luck in whatever you do.  
Love,  
David, Chissy, Niga & Dave, Jr.

Sean-O  
The world needs dreamers and the world needs does, but what the world really needs is dreamers who do. Lucky enough, the world's got that in you.  
We Love You,  
Den, Paul & Sonny
Sean McCauley

You have come a long way from little!
To the young man you are today. Love Chrissy

SEAN
You are a great inspiration.
I salute you! I know you’ll reach the goals you have set for yourself.
Always be a leader.
Love,
Uncle Paul

Sean
We are so proud of you, and wish you all the best. May you have great success in what lies ahead of you.
Love,
Uncle Bill, Auntie Mary.
Matt & Andy

Uncle Sean-O
Pound it!
Love, Sonny

My Man Sean
We watched you grow from a fine young boy to the fine young man that you are today!
Reach for the Stars.
Love,
Uncle Steve, Auntie Moe & Rea
Sarah Babchuck
Dear Sarah,
We are so proud of you and all that you have accomplished. Keep reaching for your dreams and they will appear.
Love Mom, Dad & Sam

Lindsey Reagan
Lindsey,
Keep smiling and enjoy the ride!
We're very proud of you. Love,
Mom, Dad & Kevin

Ashley Vincent
My wish for you is that this life becomes all that you want it to, your dreams stay big, and your worries stay small. You never need to carry more than you can hold. And, while you're out there getting where you're going to, I hope you will know somebody loves you, and wants the same things too. Yeah, this is my wish.
Love You, Dad, Mom, and Tyler
Clifford

Congratulations Jackie

Love Mom, Dad, Dennis & Sam

Daniel White

Congratulations Danielle,
You make us proud every day. You have grown from our cute little girl to a beautiful young lady. Along the way you have been a good friend to all, a big sister to Courtney and Matt and Mom and Dad's little girl. Keep working hard to achieve what you want in life, your family will always be here for you.
Love, Dad, Mom, Courtney, Matt and Lady

Taro Steffen

Congratulations Tora!!
We are so proud of your hard work and determination these past 12 years. It seems like yesterday you were starting kindergarten. Dad and I wondered if you would get on the school bus or if we would be driving you to school. Now, you have grown into a beautiful young lady ready to start a new chapter in your life-college. Remember to do your best and believe in yourself. We have no doubt you will be a successful Special Ed teacher. You have so much compassion and devotion in you (except when it comes to Joshua). Remember the song “My Wish.” These words are wished for you everyday. We will always be there for you and look forward to sharing all your dreams and accomplishments.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Adam Jaspon

Congratulations Adam

Best Wishes to the Class of 2007

Amy and David Jaspon
“Congratulations to the Class of 2007
From all of us at L.A. Nails”

T-N-T Driving School
358 Washington Street
Stoughton, MA 02072
781-344-1191

ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
PAYMENT PLANS WITH AS LITTLE AS $50.00 DOWN
$20.00 OFF WITH THIS AD
Best in Pizza - Subs - Salads - Calzones

BALDIES
Pizzeria

Wraps - Pockets - Pasta - Gyros

Always Fresh Ingredients.

We Deliver
508-697-9711

GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE

Store Hours

Monday - Wednesday 10:30 - 9:00
Thursday - Friday 10:30 - 9:30
Saturday 10:30 - 9:00 Closed Sunday

Take Out Menu

WINTER PLACE PLAZA
755 BEDFORD STREET
BRIDGEWATER, MA

Credit Cards Accepted
5% Meal Tax
Congratulations Class of 2007

750 Bedford Street - 955 Pleasant Street - 171 Broad Street - Route 24 North & South in Bridgewater
amy's nail salon

130B broad street
bridgewater, ma 02324
508.279.6328
Congratulations
On Your
Academic Success

From Your Friends At
Roche Bros.  Sudbury Farms
Signature Steaks, Quality Seafood, Inventive Sauté

Tavern & Publick House
90 Paramount Drive, Raynham, MA 02767
508-977-9830

Stoneforge Grill
10 Roosevelt Circle, So. Easton, MA 02375 • 508-238-0550

Stoneforge Steakhouse & Raw Bar
140 Warren Ave., Plymouth, MA 02360 • 508-747-7887

Stoneforge Foxboro
2 Washington St., Rte. 1, Foxboro, MA 02035 • 508-668-9800

Copyright © 2005 W.P. First Co., Inc. dba Stoneforge Tavern & Publick House

Congratulation
Seniors

Good Luck
Class
of
2007

Walk Right in 7 Days • Mon-Fri: 9-8, Sat:9-6, Sun:10-5

Wareham
Middleboro
Bridgewater
Plymouth
Marshfield
Cranberry Plaza
923-4700
279-3300
301 Court St.
1488 Ocean St.
295-3400
900-1000
203-3090
747-3432
834-8200

Falmouth
Mashpee
Centerville
Hyannis
Dennis
Rte. 28 Tasket Sq.
Roche Bros. Plaza
Rte. 28 Bell Tower Mall
145 Barnstable Rd.
Rte. 134 Harney's Plaza
540-8288
477-6866
778-9200
778-1313
394-7180

Orleans, Rte. 6A, Across from Hilltop Plaza 255-8788
autographs
autographs
World Beat®

DO THE
(RED)
THING

YouTube™
Broad
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Global warming

With the rapid melting of polar ice caps, a season of alarming tropical storms and record-breaking heat waves, global warming becomes a present-day global emergency.

Voter turnout

Thanks to the efforts of groups like Rock the Vote, young American voters turn out in record numbers for the 2008 elections.

9/11

On the fifth anniversary of 9/11, civic leaders and mourners gather to commemorate the occasion with solemn ceremonies and moments of silence.

Airline restrictions

British authorities foil a terrorist plot to blow up planes headed to the U.S. from the U.K., resulting in airline restrictions on liquids, aerosols and gels.

Fifth anniversary

In his 2007 State of the Union address, President George W. Bush reiterates his commitment to the war in Iraq and proposes sending additional troops overseas.

Google

The Internet search giant Google pays $1.65 billion for the wildly popular YouTube video-sharing service.

Madam Speaker

Nancy Pelosi is named the speaker of the House for the 110th Congress, becoming the highest-ranking female in the history of the federal government.
On October 17, the U.S. population passes the 300 million mark according to the Census Bureau's official Population Clock.

In an effort to curb illegal immigration, the Senate passes legislation authorizing the construction of 700 miles of double-layered fencing on the U.S.-Mexico border.

Bobby Shriver and U2's Bono launch the stylish (PRODUCT) RED initiative to raise money for The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria in Africa.

Spinach tainted with E. coli bacteria kills one consumer and sickens almost 100 more in 19 states, leading to calls for improved food safety practices.

Gerald R. Ford, 38th president of the United States, dies at age 93. Ford was appointed vice president by Richard Nixon in 1973 and succeeded to the presidency after Nixon's resignation.

More than 95,000 fires during the 2006 wildfire season claim more than 9.5 million acres in the United States.

The Iraq Study Group, a bipartisan panel appointed by Congress, releases a sharply critical report that calls for a new approach in Iraq.
• MySpace.com raises awareness and organizes more than 25 Rock for Darfur concerts to raise funds for what the U.N. calls "the world's greatest humanitarian crisis."

• Saddam Hussein is sentenced to death and executed by the Iraq Special Tribunal for the 1982 murder of 148 Shi'a inhabitants of Dujail.

• Former KGB agent Alexander Litvinenko, an outspoken critic of Russian President Vladimir Putin, dies in London after being poisoned by radioactive polonium-210.

• Hezbollah, the Lebanon-based Islamic militia, attacks Israeli military positions and border villages, beginning a conflict that claims more than 1,400 lives, mostly civilians. U.N. peacekeepers are called in to broker a cease-fire.

• In October 2006, North Korean leader Kim Jong Il orders the country's first nuclear weapon test. During the Six-Party Talks in February 2007, North Korea agrees to a nuclear disarmament.

• Controversial conservative Felipe Calderon begins his six-year term as president of Mexico after winning by a narrow margin of only 0.56 percent.

• Mexico's new CEO

• Harper opens her 540 million Jajiak Leadership Academy for Girls in the deprived small town of Hairley-on-Hills, South of Johannesburg, South Africa.
The FDA licenses the first vaccine developed to prevent cervical cancer and other diseases in girls and women caused by HPV, the human papilloma virus.

The World Wide Web reaches a milestone when an Internet research survey reports that there are more than 100 million websites online.

A team of French doctors surgically removes a benign tumor on a patient in a specially adapted aircraft that mimics zero gravity conditions.

After years of heated debate, astronomers decide to change the definition of a planet; Pluto no longer qualifies. Instead, it's reclassified as a dwarf planet.

Wireless campuses, and entire cities, are popping up across the country. Villanova University in Philadelphia, Pa., tops PC Magazine's list of the Top 20 Wired Colleges.

School systems in several states install fingerprint-reading technology that gives students a cash-free way to pay for lunch.

A handheld, portable electronic zit zapper called Zeno gets FDA approval. In a clinical trial, 90 percent of treated blemishes disappear or fade in 24 hours.

Top 10 clothing websites:
1. ae.com
2. abercrombie.com
3. oldnavy.com
4. pacsun.com
5. urbanoutfitters.com
6. llbean.com
7. fashionmall.com
8. dillards.com
9. 6pm.com
10. torrid.com

Source: www.lovetoknow.com
**Trends**

- Colorful comfortable crocs—made from a buoyant, lightweight, odor-resistant material that molds to the wearer's foot—are the shoe of the year.

- Mid-calf and ankle-length leggings, last seen in the trendy 1980s, return to the spotlight. Fashion-conscious girls wear them under minis, dresses and tunics.

- Pointy toes and high heels are out. The feminine, flirty ballerina flat goes with everything from shorts to long leggings and super-skinny jeans.

- Rapper fashion comes to the suburbs as snap-on grills add a flash of diamonds and gold or platinum to your pearly whites.

- Tiny plaid mini skirts look private-school cool. Meanwhile, Marc Jacobs is sending plaid tops down the runway and fashion icons sport Burberry plaids.

- Nearly 31 percent of teens, or 7.6 million, are consuming energy drinks that contain up to four times the amount of caffeine than is in a can of Coke.

- The year's to-die-for, must-have-at-any-price jeans are dark, slim, distressed denims from Diesel, the Italian label that inspires a cult-like devotion among its customers.

- Couture designers like Dolce & Gabbana and luxury brands like Swarovski, the Swiss crystal maker, transform boring cell phones into the year's must-have bling.

**Energy drinks**

**Diezel**

**Bling bling**
Teens are raiding their parents' closets, as well as retailers like Urban Outfitters and American Eagle, for vintage rock and pop culture T's.

Red is the color of the heart: 50 percent of Gap's PRODUCT (RED) profits go to the Global Fund to help fight AIDS in Africa.

Chuck Taylor All Stars, the basketball sneakers first manufactured by Converse in 1917, are more popular than ever among male and female fashion mavens.

After several seasons of low-slung boot-cuts and bell-bottoms, designers on both sides of the Atlantic declare that super-skinny jeans are back in style.

A letter to myself... Write yourself a letter about your life today that you can read in 10 years to see what has changed.
The Go Green Initiative reaches out to school campuses in all 50 states, as well as in Europe and Africa, to foster student commitment to environmental responsibility.

The rise in obesity among young people is linked to an increase in adolescent cases of type 2 "adult onset" diabetes and associated health problems.

Disney checks out business in the supermarket, licensing its brand name to a variety of health-conscious baked goods, produce, beverages, snacks and more.

A marked increase in hearing loss among young people is attributed to the use of ear buds in popular MP3 players like the iPod.

The New York City Board of Health votes to ban all foods cooked in oil containing artery-clogging trans fats from New York City restaurants.

College students seek out volunteer opportunities in record numbers—on a local, national and international level—to build their skills and a better world.
Sony releases its seventh generation PlayStation, known as “PS3.” The basic console has a 20 GB hard drive; the premium version comes with 60 GB.

New game systems

Nintendo releases Wii, its newest video game console, which features a wireless remote that can detect motion and rotation in three dimensions.

Madden NFL 07 and a barrage of end-of-the-year action games capture the attention of gamers, capitalizing on a major emphasis on online gaming.

The differences between your television and your computer continue to blur now that network TV programs are available online from services like abc.com.

The unfortunate adventures of the Baudelaire orphans come to an end with the publication of The End by Lemony Snicket.


Perky Food Network star and best-selling cookbook author Rachael Ray gets her own syndicated talk show, produced by Oprah Winfrey’s production company.
There's a new Bond in town and the critics swoon along with the fans. Daniel Craig debuts as James Bond in Casino Royale.

Many movie lovers opt for DVD convenience, instead of lines at the local theaters for hits like Mission: Impossible III, Superman Returns, and The Devil Wears Prada.

This year's hit Movies on DVD!

- SNL alumnus Will Ferrell stars as a goofy, "win-at-all-costs" NASCAR racing star in Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby.
- Johnny Depp stars as Captain Jack Sparrow returns to the helm of the Flying Dutchman in the swashbuckling, supernatural sequel, Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest.

A family of squabbling twins drives a wheeler-dealer van to a beauty pageant meltdown in the hit movie comedy, Little Miss Sunshine.

Will Smith stars with his son Jaden in The Pursuit of Happyness, based on a true story about a struggling single dad.

Impossible If Superman Returns, acts as a goofy, "win-at-all-costs" NASCAR racing star in Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby.
Once Grey's Anatomy was just a reference book for medical students. Now it's the name of ABC's Emmy Award-winning drama featuring the dreamiest doctors on television.

Once Grey's Anatomy was just a reference book for medical students. Now it's the name of ABC's Emmy Award-winning drama featuring the dreamiest doctors on television.

**Deal or No Deal**

NBC's game show *Deal or No Deal* is a worldwide phenomenon, with more than 40 versions airing in countries around the world.

The American version of *Ugly Betty*, an ABC show based on the Colombian hit *Yo Soy Betty, La Fea*, follows the daily struggles of a fashion-challenged employee of a fashion magazine.

Fox's suspenseful television drama *24* is named Outstanding Drama Series at the 58th annual Emmy Awards after five nominations in the category.

**Project Runway**

*Project Runway*, a reality show competition for would-be fashion designers, is a ratings winner for Bravo and a guilty pleasure for millions of viewers.

**The Office**

NBC's *The Office*, starring Steve Carell, wins an Outstanding Comedy Series Emmy and becomes as successful as the original British sitcom.

**Heroes**

The NBC drama *Heroes* tells the story of ordinary people with extraordinary, superhuman capabilities. The hit show features an ensemble cast of 12 main characters.

**Golden Globe Winners**

Best Motion Picture, Drama: *Babel*
Best Actress, Drama: Helen Mirren, *The Queen*
Best Actor, Drama: Forest Whitaker, *The Last King of Scotland*
Best Motion Picture, Musical or Comedy: *Dreamgirls*
Best Director, Motion Picture: Martin Scorsese, *The Departed*
Panic! At the Disco, an alternative rock band from Las Vegas, achieves mainstream success, despite a heated, public war of words with their ex-bassist player.
In the victory lane of Homestead-Miami Speedway, NASCAR driver Jimmie Johnson celebrates his 2006 Nextel Cup title and a $6.2 million paycheck.

Kimmie Meissner, 17, wins the U.S. Figure Skating Championship in January 2007. She is the first female since 1991 to win a world championship before earning the title in her own country.

MVP Peyton Manning leads the Indianapolis Colts through a steady rain and past the Chicago Bears for a 29-17 victory in Super Bowl XLI.

Roger Federer retains his No. 1 ranking for the third year in a row. Tennis star Maria Sharapova is the world’s highest-paid female athlete. Both take home a U.S. Open Championship trophy in 2006.

When Andre Agassi retires from professional tennis at age 37, he receives a heartfelt, eight-minute standing ovation from the crowd at the 2006 U.S. Open.

Nearly 1,100 competitors compete in the WSSA World Sport Stacking Championships in Denver. Forty-two new world records are set at the 2006 event.

The Miami Heat defeat the Dallas Mavericks in six games to win the 2006 NBA Finals. Dwyane Wade, the Miami Heat guard, is named MVP.
 Shaun White makes his second unsuccessful attempt at the 1080 at the 2006 Summer X Games. He is the only skateboarder to attempt the move in competition.

The National League champion St. Louis Cardinals win the 2006 World Series by defeating the American League champion Detroit Tigers in five games.

The Florida Gators become the first school in history to win both the NCAA basketball and football titles in the same year after defeating heavily favored Ohio State 41-14 in the 2006 BCS National Championship.

In 2006, the Carolina Hurricanes defeat the Edmonton Oilers four games to three to win their first Stanley Cup in the first post-lockout championship.

International soccer superstar David Beckham signs a $250 million contract to leave Real Madrid to play Major League Soccer in the U.S. for the Los Angeles Galaxy.

In the 2006 World Cup Finals, the most widely viewed sporting event in the world, Italy beats France for the title.

Tiger Woods and Mexican sensation Lorena Ochoa are named the male and female AP Athletes of the Year.

2006 Heisman Trophy Finalists:
- Troy Smith - QB, Ohio State
  Votes: 2,640
- Darren McFadden - RB, Arkansas
  Votes: 878
- Brady Quinn - QB, Notre Dame
  Votes: 782
**Faces**

My favorite celebrities:

- Fans mourn Steve Irwin, the Crocodile Hunter, who is killed by a stingray while snorkeling at Australia’s Great Barrier Reef.

- Katie Couric is the anchor of the CBS Evening News, becoming the nation’s first female solo anchor of a major television network’s weekday evening newscast.

- Jessica Simpson’s divorce from Nick Lachey is finalized. Romantic rumors link her to skateboarder Bam Margera, NFL quarterback Tony Romo, singer John Mayer and comedian Dane Cook.

- Dynamic music legend James Brown, aka the Godfather of Soul, dies at the age of 73. He is remembered as one of the major musical influences of the past 50 years.

- Shortly after the birth of their second son makes headlines around the world, Britney Spears and Kevin Federline announce the end of their marriage.

- Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, also known as “Bradgelina,” make headlines when Angelina gives birth to daughter Shiloh in the African nation of Namibia.

- Dynamic music legend James Brown, aka the Godfather of Soul, dies at the age of 73. He is remembered as one of the major musical influences of the past 50 years.